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Abstract
Two approaches to calculate the population of hot carriers in semiconductor devices are
studied in this thesis. Hot carriers are of interest because they have an energy significantly
higher than the mean carrier energy and can thus cause device degradation by injection into
the oxide and by interface state generation.
In the first approach the hydrodynamic model was used to calculate the first three moments
of the carrier distribution using the Boltzmann transport equation. The calculated mean
electron energy was then used to estimate the hot carrier population and the substrate current
for MOSFET's. The drain current obtained from the hydrodynamic model was accurate for all
biases and channel lengths down to 0.16 /m, but the calculated substrate current had a large
error when compared with experimental data, near the threshold voltage of the MOSFET. The
error is attributable to the use of an ensemble average, the temperature, to describe the details
of the distribution, which is quite anisotropic at this bias condition.
To overcome this error which is inherent in a moments method, the second part of the thesis
studies a method that solves the Boltzmann equation directly by expanding the distribution
function in surface spherical harmonics in momentum space. Using the spherical harmonic
expansion in momentum space and a standard finite difference discretization in real space,
the Boltzmann equation is solved after incorporating the relevant scattering mechanisms and
an appropriate band structure. The novelty of this thesis lies in the use of a Galerkin method
which allows the spherical harmonic formulation for arbitrary order expansions. Results are
presented for expansions up to third order in both one and two real space dimensions. It
is shown that the higher order harmonics are significant at high fields. In two dimensions a
rotated coordinate system approach was proposed and demonstrated. This method minimizes
the number of harmonics that are needed for a given level of accuracy by always aligning the
polar direction of expansion with the electric field direction. Important details regarding the
the discretization of the spherical harmonic coefficients as well as computational efficiency
issues are also addressed.
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... Much as he had accomplished, she could not
but observe that his most splendid successes were
almost invariably failures, if compared with the
ideal at which he aimed. His brightest diamonds
were the merest pebbles, and felt to be so by
himself, in comparison with the inestimable gems
which lay hidden beyond his reach.
The Birthmark
Nathaniel Hawthorne
He that has improved the Virtue or advanced the
Happiness of one Fellow-Creature, he that has
ascertained a single moral Proposition, or added
one useful Experiment to natural Knowledge,
may be contented with his own Performance, and
with respect to mortals like himself, may demand,
like Augustus, to be dismissed at his departure
with Applause.
Idler #88
Dr. Samuel Johnson
I hate set dissertations,- and above all things in
the world, 'tis one of the silliest things in one
of them to darken your hypothesis by placing a
number of tall, opake words, one before another,
in a right line, betwixt your own and your reader's
conception.
Tristram Shandy
Laurence Sterne
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Hot Carrier Problem
The goal of this thesis is to calculate the population of high energy carriers in semiconductor
devices. High energy or hot carriers are of interest because they are implicated in a type
of device degradation known as hot-carrier degradation. Device degradation is a reliability
concern as it may, over a long period of device operation, significantly alter the electrical
characteristics of the device, which in turn could lead to unintended changes in both the static
and dynamic circuit performance.
Typical examples of hot carrier effects are an increase in the threshold voltage (for NMOS
transistors); a decrease in drain current drive, both in the linear and saturation region; and
asymmetry in the source and drain of an MOS transistor [1] [2]. These effects have been traced
to the creation of some combination of interface states and trapped charge in the gate oxide
of a MOSFET by hot carriers from the silicon that can overcome the potential barrier at the
silicon-silicon dioxide interface [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. The magnitude of the degradation depends
on the applied biases which control the electric field in the device and therefore the carrier
energy. For a given bias condition, the degradation increases with the duration of the stress
and also depends on the device structure and the morphology of the oxide. Under normal
operating conditions the device lifetime, which is usually defined somewhat arbitrarily as a
3% (or 10%) reduction in the linear current or a 0.1V shift in the threshold voltage, is expected
to be years. For this reason device degradation is usually measured empirically at elevated
drain voltages to accelerate degradation. Then the measured lifetime is extrapolated to obtain
the lifetime at nominal bias. This kind of extrapolation works reasonably well because the
degradation essentially depends on the integrated flux of hot carriers: thus a higher stress for
a short time can be used to estimate a lower stress for a long time.
An even simpler way of estimating the robustness of a MOS transistor is to calculate or
measure the substrate and gate currents produced at different bias conditions and use them as
a measure of the susceptibility of the device to hot carrier degradation. The argument for the
use of the substrate current is that it consists primarily of holes (in NMOS transistors) which
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are generated as electron-hole pairs under impact ionization by hot electrons which are also
the primary source for hot carrier injection into the oxide.' The gate current is of course an
even more direct estimate of the number of highly energetic carriers. Although, the details
of the correlations between the substrate and gate currents and the degradation are beyond
the scope of this thesis as they are discussed extensively in the literature cited above, we will
consider the ability to accurately calculate the substrate current as a necessary test for any
method that attempts to calculate the hot carrier population.
Although we have only cited examples of degradation in MOS transistors the effects have
also been reported in the literature for bipolar devices [8] [9].
The details of the degradation mechanism and the exact role played by interface states
vs. trapped charge are still under debate and an active area of research. But all the theories
begin by assuming an electron or hole flux from the silicon into the oxide i.e. a flux of highly
energetic carriers with sufficient energy to overcome the oxide barrier. Thus knowledge of the
number and momentum of hot carriers is an essential ingredient in quantitatively predicting
device degradation from first principles. This task is made difficult by the fact that the energy
required for impact ionization in silicon is about 1.5 eV and over 3.0 eV for injection into the
oxide.2. These energies are of course much higher than the energies usually encountered by
most electrons which are closer to 0.1-0.2 eV. Put another way, the mean energy for electrons,
say, in a device operating under normal circumstances is very much less than the energy of
the electrons that cause hot carrier degradation. Thus the hot carriers are a small fraction of
the total number of carriers and can be thought to form the tail of the distribution of electrons
as a function of energy. Hence calculating the hot carrier population correctly is usually a
much harder problem than calculating the drain current which is an ensemble average over
the whole distribution and is therefore dominated by carriers with energies near thermal
equilibrium. In the future this statement may not hold, specially if devices are aggressively
scaled down to below 0.15 jm. The reason for this is that at those ultra-short channels, a much
larger fraction of carriers have energies significantly above the thermal energy and therefore
even macroscopic averages may depend on band structure and scattering effects in a more
complex way than heretofore seen. Therefore the hot carrier problem may become more
central to the broader device simulation problem which is primarily focused on calculating
terminal currents.
1.2 Hot Carrier Modeling
A hierarchy of techniques exist for simulating the hot carrier population in a semiconductor
device. These range from elaborate full band structure Monte-Carlo simulations [11] to
1There is a small contribution to the substrate current from the diode leakage current of the drain/substrate
junction but this is usually many orders of magnitude smaller than the hole current due to impact ionization.
2The threshold energy for impact ionization is given by 1+2 Egap where g is the ratio of the conduction band to
valence band effective masses and Egap is the bandgap [10].
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macroscopic methods based on the drift-diffusion equations which are commonly used to
calculate terminal currents [12]. As one would expect the most accurate and predictive
methods require sophisticated physical models and substantial computational resources while
the simplest models, though economical with computational time, tend to have limited
accuracy and use a large number of fitting parameters.
The state of the art in modeling hot carriers is the Monte-Carlo method which solves the
Boltzmann equation using a stochastic method. The essence of the Monte-Carlo method
consists in tracking a large number of particles as they undergo lattice collisions while
accelerating in an electric field (calculated self-consistently) in a semiconductor. Thus at
the microscopic level one just imposes the semiclassical dynamics on each carrier with
due regard to the frequency of the different scattering events. In principle, complex
band structures can be readily included if the E(k) function is tabulated, and after each
scattering event the new momentum vector chosen based on conservation of energy and
crystal momentum. In the Monte-Carlo method all types of phonons and impurity scattering
(transverse/longitudinal acoustic and polar/non-polar optical etc.) are considered, although
electron-electron scattering is not easily handled [13]. But as electron-electron scattering is not
a dominant scattering mechanism except at very high concentrations neglecting it does not
lead to signifianct inaccuracy. What is a major problem is that to get statistically meaningful
data a large number of carrier histories must be simulated. This problem is exacerbated when
carriers travel into regions of high doping concentrations where an even larger number of
carriers must be simulated or sophisticated techniques used to correctly weight the carriers.
Another consequence of the stochastic approach used in the Monte-Carlo method is the
difficulty of simulating rare events such as the ones that produce very high energy carriers,
which may be a small fraction of the total number of carriers. Clearly, to get this small
probability right an even larger sample space is needed.
Thus at present multidimensional Monte Carlo simulators are too slow to be used as
engineering tools. Running times for the more sophisticated Monte Carlo simulators can
be many hours per bias point on the most powerful computers, though their unmatched
flexibility and sophistication make them the yardstick by which other simulation techniques
are measured.
At the other end of sophistication are macroscopic approaches that do not attempt to
calculate directly the distribution function but try to estimate it from average quantities such
as mean energy and velocity. The simplest of these are post-processing methods that use the
results obtained from the drift-diffusion model as a basis for calculating the electron energy
using a simplified energy balance equation [12] [14]. These approaches though efficient, are
usually limited in their predictive capability as they use a number of fitting parameters which
are used to match experimental data but lack theoretical justification.
In the next section we present a summary of the contribution of the work presented in this
thesis to the field of hot carrier modeling.
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1.3 Thesis Contribution
The work described in this thesis comprises of two parts. In the first part we explore the ability
of macroscopic methods to calculate the distribution of hot carriers. The primary emphasis here
is on the energy balance or the hydrodynamic model which is a natural extension of the drift-
diffusion model. Although the energy balance method, which solves an energy conservation
equation akin to the charge and momentum balance equations already included in the drift-
diffusion model, has been studied actively for the last few years there exist a number of
different formulations and numerical implementations. The work in this thesis focuses on one
physically justified formulation and its discretization. We also compare the terminal currents
obtained from this implementation with experimental data for a range of devices down to
0.16 pm. Most of the work using the hydrodynamic model used data for comparison from
devices with longer channels lengths and therefore did not fully test the accuracy of the model.
More importantly we use a simple method, which uses a minimum of fitting parameters,
to estimate the hot carrier population and compare the substrate currents predicted by the
simulation with the experimental data for highly scaled devices. The calculated substrate
current obtained by our technique while accurate for a range of bias voltages, has large errors
near the threshold voltage of the MOSFET. We attribute this behavior of the simulation results
obtained from the hydrodynamic model to the use of the electron energy or temperature which
is an ensemble average and therefore cannot in principle provide detailed information about
the distribution of the hot carriers. If the distribution is a Maxwellian or a shifted Maxwellian
then the electron temperature can be used effectively to estimate the hot carrier population
but for more complex distributions the temperature does not yield sufficient information to
estimate the hot carrier population.
From this observation we were led to consider approaches that allow direct calculation
of the distribution function of carriers, rather than some average quantity, while at the same
time they are more efficient than the Monte-Carlo method. The second (and the larger)
part of the thesis explores a method that may indeed meet both the criteria of accuracy and
efficiency. In this method the Boltzmann equation, which is the fundamental description
for transport in the semiclassical model, is solved by using a basis function expansion for
the distribution function. The distribution function which describes the carrier density in
phase space (real and momentum space) is expanded in surface spherical harmonics in
momentum space. The choice of spherical harmonics is guided by the physical argument
that the distribution has some spherical symmetry because in equilibrium the distribution is
a Maxwellian which is perfectly spherical. Also many types of scattering have a randomizing
nature and would induce some degree of spherical symmetry. Using the spherical harmonic
expansion in momentum space and a standard finite difference discretization in real space
we solve the Boltzmann equation after incorporating scattering mechanisms and a simplified
band structure. Although the above approach has been used in the past, the novelty of this
thesis lies in the use of a Galerkin method which allows the spherical harmonic expansion
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formulation for arbitrary order expansions. Results are presented, for the first time, up to
third order in both one and two dimensions and it is shown that the higher order harmonics
can significantly alter the distribution at high fields. In two dimensions we also propose and
demonstrate a rotated coordinate system approach that minimizes the number of harmonics
that are needed for a given level of accuracy. The rotated coordinate system approach can
reduce the computational cost of the problem by factors of two or three with only a minor
decrease in accuracy. Important details regarding the choice and stability of the discretization
of the spherical harmonic coefficients are presented. Also numerical issues, which are specially
significant in two real space dimensions, are addressed fully.
1.4 Thesis Organization
We begin, in the next chapter, by describing the macroscopic approach to solving the hot carrier
problem. The hydrodynamic model and the associated parameters that were implemented as
part of this thesis are explained and the simulation results obtained from them are compared
with experimental data. The ability of the hydrodynamic model to successfully predict the
hot carrier distribution based on these results and the underlying theory is then discussed.
The next two chapters focus on the solution of the Boltzmann equation using a spherical
harmonic expansion. In chapter three, the basic theory, physical mechanisms and the band
structure are described. Results are presented in this chapter for the one dimensional real
space problem. Chapter four extends the approach to multiple dimensions and also provides
greater details of the numerical methods that were used as they become more significant in
higher dimensions.
The last chapter gives a summary of the thesis results and discusses the future directions
that may be pursued to enhance the work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Macroscopic Methods
2.1 Introduction
The earliest work in device simulation was focused on calculating macroscopic parameters
such as electron and hole concentrations and currents. This approach is of course not surprising
because it allowed the calculation of the data most important to the device technologist with
the minimum possible computing resources. This work was thus an extension of the analytic
work that had been done in device modeling since the 50's. The basic problem was the solution
of a set of partial differential equations, the drift-diffusion equations, which represented the
conservation laws for electron and hole charge and momentum. The analytic solution to
these equations was restricted to the one-dimensional case (with constant coefficients) though
by clever approximations it could be extended to obtain solutions to the two-dimensional
MOSFET problem as well. The numerical solution of these same problems allowed the use
of much more realistic parameters (such as mobility and non-ideal contacts) and true two
dimensional solutions. This kind of drift-diffusion model is embodied in many simulators
such as MINIMOS [15], PISCES [16], FIELDAY [17] etc. which came into significant use in the
early to mid 80's.
Beginning in the late 80's, shrinking device dimensions and the concomitant increase
in electric fields (even with reduced supply voltages more recently), uncovered two major
problems with the drift-diffusion based simulators. The first was that the macroscopic
mobility models that had been used became less accurate, thus producing erroneous terminal
currents. The second was that a new class of physical phenomena, the so-called hot-carrier
effects, manifested themselves in devices with channel lengths shorter than one micron.
Accurately simulating these phenomena, which are caused by the high energy non-equilibrium
carrier populations, was a challenge for the drift-diffusion simulators because the models
incorporated in them assumed local thermal equilibrium with the lattice and therefore they
were in principle unequipped to model the hot carriers problem.
Attempts were made to solve the mobility modeling problem by refining and elaborating
the mobility models used in the drift-diffusion simulators. Indeed, significant improvement
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was made in the accuracy of the currents calculated by these simulators but at the cost of
logical coherence and the lack of physical justification for the new models.
Two distincts approaches were taken to attack the hot carrier modeling issue. The first
relied on what may be called a post-processing approach in which the results obtained from
the drift-diffusion simulator were used as initial data to some fairly simple but physically
intuitive models to estimate the hot carrier populations [18] [19] [20] [14]. In most of these
cases, an ansatz regarding the energy dependence of the distribution was required to actually
calculate the hot-carrier populations given the electron concentrations from the drift-diffusion
simulator. Typically a Maxwellian or an exponential in energy (which is estimated from
the local electric field) was used as a guess for the distribution function. Further work [21]
though, showed that even the electron concentration obtained using the drift-diffusion model
can be surprisingly inaccurate near the drain of a MOSFET under high field conditions. For
example, in the high field region below the surface near the drain in a MOSFET, the electron
concentration calculated by the drift-diffusion simulators could be orders of magnitude smaller
than that calculated by more accurate methods such as Monte-Carlo. Therefore any attempt at
naive post-processing was highly questionable. This led to the second approach to rectify the
shortcoming of the drift-diffusion simulators: the hydrodynamic or energy balance model.
The essential idea of the hydrodynamic model is to explicitly include carrier energy
(or equivalently the temperature) as one more unknown to be solved for, besides electron
concentration and current. This requires the formulation of an energy conservation equation
akin to the charge and momentum balance equations already included in the drift-diffusion
model. This approach, therefore, has the advantage of being the next logical step in refining
the drift-diffusion equation; it does not resort to an ad hoc technique. Another, perhaps
more illuminating, way of thinking about the hydrodynamic model is to consider it as the
next element in a a sequence of successively better estimates of the distribution function in
momentum space. The electron concentration gives just the integral of the distribution function
over momentum space, the current provides information of the relative shift of the distribution
from the origin while the electron temperature provides information about the relative spread
of the distribution. A high carrier temperature implies a broad distribution function whereas
a low carrier temperature is associated with a more sharply peaked distribution. These
qualitative notions are shown schematically in Fig. 2-1.
Just as in the case of the drift-diffusion model there are many implementations of the
hydrodynamic model. In fact because of its greater complexity and the lesser accuracy of the
parameters used in the model, a bestiary of theoretical models and implementations can be
compiled [22] [23] [24] [25] [26]: each purporting to be the minimal sufficient model necessary
to accurately predict the hot carrier population. Therefore, we implemented a version of
the hydrodynamic model to actually test the accuracy of this technique by comparison with
experimental data and to obtain a measure of its effectiveness.
In the following sections of the chapter we will first describe the hydrodynamic model,
then give details of our implementation of this method and the results obtained from it along
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with comparison with experimental data. Finally a critique of the hydrodynamic model and
some assessment of its usefulness will be presented.
2.2 Mathematical Formulation
A considerable body of work exists on the energy balance model [22] [23] [25] [24] [26].
Although the original formulation in [22] was presented more than twenty years ago, only in
the last few years have there been sufficient computing resources to implement this method.
The focus of most of the earlier work had been on calculating drain currents and only a few
studies actually used the information about the electron energy to obtain substrate currents
and compare the simulation results with experimental data for short-channel MOSFET's.
The work that is discussed in this chapter of the thesis is aimed toward developing a stable
numerical implementation of the energy balance formulation and determining the limits of
its validity by comparing with experimental data for ultra-short-channel devices. We will
focus on modeling transport in n-channel MOSFET's and therefore restrict the formulation
and solution to a single carrier, electrons. The theory for holes is essentially the same after the
appropriate sign changes.
To develop the energy balance model we begin by taking moments of the Boltzmann
Transport Equation:
v(k). Vrf(r, k) - q(r) Vkf(r, k) = S(k', k)f(r, k') d3 k' - f(r, k) S(k, k') d3k' (2.1)
where f (r, k) is the distribution function for electrons which is a function of real space, r and
momentum space k, v(k) is the electron velocity which is determined from the band structure
for the semiconductor in consideration and £(r) is the electric field. The right hand side of the
BTE contains the in-scattering and out-scattering terms where the scattering rate is denoted
by S(k, k') which denotes scattering from k to k'.
Formally, the moments of the distribution function are defined as
n = J f(r,k) d3 k (2.2)
nv = Jf(r,k)v(k) d3k (2.3)
nw = f(r,k) mnv(k) v(k) d3k (2.4)
In the above equations, n is the electron concentration, v is the mean electron velocity, wv is the
mean electron energy and mn is the electron effective mass. For each of the above moments
we can write conservation laws starting from the Boltzmann Equation. For the scattering
terms we will assume the relaxation time approximation which allows us to parametrize the
scattering terms using two scattering times: the momentum relaxation time, Trn and the energy
relaxation time, rw. In this so-called relaxation time approximation the collision terms are
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given as:
(Oir at ) = Ti(2.5)
and
=9 -~ - wo (2.6)
at C Tw(
where wo = 3 kBTo is the energy of an electron in equilibrium. Using the above definitions after
a lengthy derivation which is shown in detail in Appendix A, one obtains the three moment
equations:
in- i (Jn V) (- = qDnVn - qjnn V ( kBT) (2.7)
q n q
V -nVT -Jn (kBT + w) -n wo - iU (2.8)
q
V .J=n qU (2.9)
These along with Poisson's equation:
V. * = - hnie kBTO -n + ND -NA (2.10)
form our hydrodynamic model. In the above equations, n is the electron concentration, J is
the electron current and w is the average electron energy which is given by
1 *2 3
w = 1mnv + 2kBT (2.11)
where vn is the electron velocity, T is the electron temperature and kB is Boltzmann's constant.
In (2.7), -rn, Dn and An, are the electron momentum relaxation time, diffusion constant and
mobility. In (2.8), Trw, , and U are the energy relaxation time, thermal conductivity, and the
net recombination rate per unit volume for the electrons. w is the thermal energy of the
electrons in equilibrium and equals kBTo where To is the lattice temperature. In Poisson's
equation, (2.10), £ is the electric field, q is the absolute value of the electronic charge and e
the permittivity of silicon. b and p are the electrostatic potential and hole quasi-Fermi level
respectively. The hole quasi-Fermi level is assumed to be constant and is determined by the
biases on the contacts. Finally, the electrostatic potential and electric field £ are related by
£ = -V+.
As mentioned earlier, the above system of equations can be considered an extension of the
familiar drift-diffusion system which had been the mainstay for modeling transport. This is
most clearly seen in the case of the momentum conservation equation, (2.7), where the right
hand side is essentially the same as that in the drift-diffusion system except for the addition
of a term which incorporates the effects of gradients in electron temperature. Also the left
hand side has a correction to the current which is similar to that arising in fluid mechanics
(v Vv) and is called a convective term there, though as the current in MOSFET's tends to be
dominated by electron drift we expect this term to be small and neglect it.
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The energy balance equation (2.8) is, of course, a completely new equation that is not
present in the drift-diffusion model. The right hand side of (2.8) represents the sources and
sinks of carrier heating: the first term is Joule heating, the second term is energy relaxation
through collisions and the last term is energy loss from net recombination. The left hand side
of the energy balance equation represents the flux due to thermal gradients and an energy flux
through carrier transport or flow.
Given mobility, thermal conductivity, and energy relaxation time models, the above set of
equations can be solved to determine current and temperature distributions in MOS devices.
We used the standard Weidemann-Franz law thermal conductivity model [27], and a mobility
model which is a function of doping and vertical field near the device surface [28], and
inversely proportional to the electron temperature [29]. The details of these parameters are
given in Appendix B. For the energy relaxation time we used a constant value of 0.1 ps.
2.3 Numerics
2.3.1 Discretization Scheme
To solve the system of PDE's shown in the previous section we need to first discretize the
equations over a mesh in space. We will solve the problem in two dimensions and consider
only a simple rectangular mesh, though the methods carry over to a more general triangular
mesh fairly easily.
The most convenient way of discretizing the PDE's is to put them in a conservation law form
such as Poisson's equation or the current conservation equation. For example for Poisson's
equation we enforce the condition that the net flux leaving a 'control volume' must equal the
integral of the charge in that control volume as shown in Fig. 2-2. Thus the discretized version
of Poisson's equation is given as:
( d i- )lij = dA Pi. (2.12)
This discretization scheme can obviously be applied to the current conservation equation as
well, the only difficulty being that the value of the flux at the edges, the current in this case,
is not as simply stated as in the case of the electric field. This difficulty arises from the nature
of the current equation itself, which in the case of the simpler drift-diffusion model in the x
dimension is:
J = qDn - qln an (2.13)ax Ojn1x
The obvious discretization method for the above equation: a two point discretization of the
electron concentration and the electric potential can, unfortunately, become unstable. The
source of this problem is that to ensure stability, the direction of the two point discretization of
the electron concentration (i.e. backward or forward from the point around which the fluxes are
being computed) must depend on the sign of the electric field. The electric field can obviously
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Figure 2-2: Discretization using a control volume method for Poisson's equation
change sign and consequently, for a fixed two point scheme the method can go unstable. One
solution would be to change the direction of discretization depending on the electric field,
but a more elegant solution was suggested in [30], which incorporated this 'winding' almost
automatically by exploiting the exponential variation of the electron concentration and the
relative smoothness of the current.
In the Scharfetter-Gummel discretization method, instead of just using a two point
discretization to calculate the current along an edge we actually solve the one-dimensional
ordinary differential equation Eq. 2.13, along that edge. This can be done if we assume a
constant current and average mobility along the edge and a constant electric field between
the points (i.e. a linear potential variation). For boundary conditions we use the electron
concentration at the two nodes connecting the edge we are considering. The solution to this
ordinary differential equation can then be written as:
Jij = qD, d [B(uji)nj - B(-uji)ni] (2.14)
where B(x) = ex 1 is the Bernoulli function; Jij is the assumed constant current along this
edge; uji is the normalized electron potential difference defined by kj0. The BernoullikBT'
function has a peculiar feature that it is almost linear for negative arguments and an inverse
exponential for large positive arguments as shown in Fig. 2-3. Thus when the potential
between two nodes is positive (uji > 0), then the current is J+ -qDnj-ni; whereas
when the potential difference is negative (uji < 0), the current is J- qDn Ej' nj. When thedij $
potential difference is small, uji 0, then the current is approximately is J0 qDn nj-ni which
dO
implies that current flow is by diffusion as expected from physical reasoning. Therefore it is
evident that the Scharfetter-Gummel discretization method captures the physics of the one-
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Figure 2-3: Bernoulli function and its logarithm
dimensional flow problem in a remarkably succinct manner. This discretization method can
also be used for the current equation of the hydrodynamic model (2.7), with the modification
that the argument of the Bernoulli function now is (uji - rji) where rji is the difference in the
normalized electron temperatures ri = Ti/To and rj = Tj/To.
In the discretization scheme for the energy equation used in [31], which is an extension of
the work in [26], the problem is cast in terms of an energy flow density, S. defined by
S = -VT- (kBT) " (2.15)
Hence the energy equation can be written as
( 22'2 qb q + (qq - w)U - n . (2.16)
One advantage of this formulation is that a Scharfetter-Gummel or exponentially-fit discretiza-
tion scheme can be applied. This can be seen by projecting S onto an edge between nodes i
and j,
dT 5 kBTSij -- dT 5 Jij. (2.17)
Treating Sij, Jij and as constant along the edge, (2.17) can be integrated analytically to obtain:
Sij - ij [B(wij)Tj - B(-wij)Ti] , (2.18)dij
where
Wij = -k B ij dij (2.19)
B is the Bernoulli function as defined earlier, ij is an average thermal conductivity between
the two nodes, and dij is the distance between nodes i and j.
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Figure 2-4: Stable and Unstable discretization using the discretization of (2-15) (dashed) and
(2-27) (solid) respectively.
2.3.2 Temperature Instabilities
The above discretization technique was implemented in a two-dimensional finite-box based
device simulator and used to simulate a short channel MOSFET. To solve the nonlinear
algebraic problem generated by the discretization, a Newton's method was used combined
with sparse Gaussian elimination to solve for the Newton updates. We observed that the
temperatures computed using a coarse rectangular mesh with the discretization method
described above exhibited numerical instabilities in certain regions of the device. In
particular the computed temperatures oscillated in space, occasionally dipping below the
lattice temperature. An example of this anomalous behavior is shown in Fig. 2-4. Although
such instabilities can be eliminated by refining the mesh, this may not always be practical as
the instability may artificially make the discretized problem more nonlinear, which in turn
worsens the convergence of any iterative nonlinear solver, such as Newton's method. Without
a converged solution, it may not be obvious where to add additional mesh points.
The source of this numerical instability is that the discretization of the energy equation in
(2.18) and (2.19) inappropriately assumes that the thermal conductivity is a constant. To see
why such an approximation leads to coarse-grid instability, consider computing the divergence
of (2.15) assuming J, but not , is constant. The result is
V S = -KV 2 T- (V + ( kB) J) VT. (2.20)
To be stable for coarse grids, a method for discretizing (2.20) must upwind the VT term, that is
discretize VT in the upwind direction given by the sign of
(V/ + (kB) *J (2.21)
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Equation (2.19) does not include the Vn term, and therefore the resulting Scharfetter-Gummel
scheme will not upwind correctly unless the V/ term can be ignored. This is not the case, as
can be seen if we write the thermal conductivity as
= (5 + c) kBDnOn (2.22)
where c is a constant which depends on the dominant scattering mechanism [29] and substitute
this relation in (2.21) to yield
(5kB) ((1 + 2c) DnOVn + n) VT. (2.23)
Clearly, (1 + 2c) DnoVn and J- will be comparable when diffusion contributes significantly
to current flow. In particular, this implies that the VT term in (2.20) may not be discretized
in the upwind direction when Vn is large. Our numerical experiments verify this, as the
temperatures computed with the above approach oscillate in device regions where the electron
concentration gradients are large.
2.3.3 Modified Energy Discretization
In this section, we develop a better stabilized discretization scheme for the energy equation.
The convective term in (2.7)
- (Jn V) (Jn ) (2.24)
qn
is explicitly neglected, which makes it possible to substitute the expressions for the thermal
conductivity, n, and electron current density, Jn, into the energy equation as suggested by [32].
The justification for neglecting the convective term is that in MOSFET's where current flow is
by majority carriers, this term is generally small compared to Jn in regions where the electron
concentration is large.
Neglecting the convective term, (2.7) becomes
qkBTO
Jn q° n [rVn + nV (r - u)] (2.25)
q
where r = is the electron temperature normalized by the lattice temperature and u is the
normalized electrostatic potential given by u = . Note (2.25) is identical to (6.4) in [26],
once the convective term is neglected. The temperature dependence of the mobility model
can be included explicitly into the current equation, as in
Dno
Jn = q [rVn + nV (r - u)]. (2.26)
r
Substituting both the expression for the current (2.26) and the thermal conductivity (2.22) into
the energy flux equation yields
S = -- kBToDno rVn + n (2 + c)Vr - Vu . (2.27)2 v5j
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The above expression for S has the same form as that for J, (2.26), but with a different
coefficient in front of the Vr term. Hence, the Scharfetter-Gummel method can be just as
easily applied to this equation as to the current equation, with presumably equal success. Just
as in the equation for Jn, we have assumed that the electron temperature and electrostatic
potential vary linearly between the two nodes. This assumption more naturally captures
the physical variation of these variables, as it is the electron concentration which needs to be
"exponentially fitted" rather than the electron temperature. It should be noted that the method
is consistent with respect to temperature, in both the current and energy equation temperature
is assumed to vary linearly, but is inconsistent with respect to electron concentration, the
assumed form of the spatial variation is different in the two equations.
The discretization of the right hand side of (2.16) poses no special difficulties, and is handled
in a conventional manner.
Note that the above modified discretization has a disadvantage if the equation system is
solved with an iterative scheme which decouples the current-continuity from the energy
equation. That is, given the electron concentration and the electric field, the original
discretization scheme yields an energy equation which is linear in temperature, and therefore
is easy to solve. However, the modified discretization scheme yields an energy equation which
is exponentially nonlinear in temperature, and may produce solutions which will not converge
in a decoupled scheme.
Using the modified discretization scheme with the same mesh spacing and biases as used
for the unstable case, the solution shown in Fig. 2-4 does not display any instability. Of course,
this solution should not only be stable, but also accurate in the sense that it should be close
to the "correct" solution. To check that this is the case, we computed solutions with a much
finer mesh (in both dimensions) using both the stable and unstable discretization techniques.
The results obtained on this mesh are shown in Fig. 2-5. Note that the temperature profiles
obtained from both methods on the finer mesh are similar, and that the stable discretization
solution on the coarse mesh is at least qualitatively similar to the finer mesh solutions. The
mesh size in the coarse case was 31x24 while it was 37x38 in the finer case, where most of the
added mesh lines were placed in the region where the instability appeared.
2.4 Simulation Results
In this section we compare the results obtained from our two-dimensional simulator for devices
with effective channel lengths from 0.16 tm to 0.90 tim with experimental data reported in [33].
Gate oxide thickness for these devices is 52 A, the junction depth is about 0.09 m and the
device width is 10/im for all the simulated MOSFET's. One set of parameters was used
for all devices and a constant series resistance of 30 Q was added to the source and drain
of the simulated devices to account for extrinsic device resistance. The simulated electron
concentration contours for three different channel lengths, shown in Fig. 2-6, clearly show the
effect of carrier heating near the drain. The effect which is due to the the vertical diffusion
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Figure 2-5: Results for discretization using (2-15) (dashed), and (2-27) (solid) but with a finer
spatial discretization than in Fig. 2-4
of the carriers into the bulk is most pronounced for the shortest channel length. Contours of
electron temperature for the shortest device are shown in Fig. 2-7.
2.4.1 Drain Current Calculation
The drain current predicted by the simulator and that actually measured for three different
channel lengths is shown in Fig. 2-8. The predicted current is within 10% of the measured
value for all three channel lengths and all the biases.
A question of some technological interest is whether the hydrodynamic model is needed
for the prediction of drain currents and if so at what channel length. It has been suggested that
due to velocity overshoot near the source the current in an ultra-short-channel may exceed
the value predicted by the drift-diffusion model, which imposes velocity saturation. In the
hydrodynamic model, of course, no such limitation is built-in and we should expect greater
fidelity to experiment.
To answer this question we performed simulations using the hydrodynamic model de-
scribed above and the drift-diffusion model using an electric field dependent mobility. In
Fig. 2-9 we plot the computed small-signal transconductance of MOSFET's with different
channel lengths using the drift-diffusion and the hydrodynamic models. The transconduc-
tance was calculated at a bias voltage of VDS = 2.0 V and VGs = 1.2 V. Clearly, for devices with
channel lengths much longer than about 0.15 /m the difference between the two simulations
is not significant. For shorter channel lengths, the simulations based on the hydrodynamic
model predict a more rapid increase in transconductance than those based on the drift-diffusion
model, The result obtained by the hydrodynamic model are quite similar to the experimen-
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Figure 2-7: Simulated contours of electron temperature and a plot of the temperature at the
silicon-oxide interface.
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tal data reported in [34] although exact comparison is difficult due to the different device
structures.
2.4.2 Substrate Current Calculation
As the substrate current in MOS transistors at high drain biases is primarily due to impact
ionization, our approach for calculating the substrate current is to assume that it is proportional
to the total number of electrons which have an energy above a threshold value. That is,
Isub = CsubWq j J dx dy n(x, y) j de F(e, T(x, y)) (2.28)
O O Thresh
where , EThresh are the electron and threshold energies respectively; F(e, T) is the product
of the electron energy distribution as a function of temperature and the density of states;
L~, Ly, W are the device length, height, and width respectively; and Csub is a proportionality
constant. Note that w, which is the average electron energy for the ensemble, is distinct from
e, which is a random variable for the energy of each electron in the ensemble.
For the two-dimensional simulations discussed in this paper, uniformity along the width
is implicitly assumed, and therefore integration with respect to the width is replaced by
multiplication.
Under high field conditions, it is well known that the actual electron energy distribution
is substantially different from Maxwellian [35]. Recent Monte-Carlo studies [36], [37] suggest
that the tail of the distribution function decays much faster than an exponential dependence.
In [36], it is proposed that a more accurate model would be to use a cubic energy dependence
in the exponent. This result was derived analytically using non-parabolic bands which, of
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course, also changes the density of states. Thus, in our notation, this leads to
F(e, T) = Cdist(T)E' 25 exp -XT15 (2.29)
where
1
Cdist(T) = ( ) . (2.30)
The above substrate current model has only one free parameter, X, in the distribution
function, as we keep the threshold energy fixed at a value of 1.8 eV in (2.28) which is a
reasonable value for the ionization energy. Changing X is equivalent to scaling the energy
axis and hence X can be thought of as a contraction or dilation factor for the distribution
function. The value of the proportionality constant, Csub, is determined by equating the
measured current and the calculated current at one bias point for the longer channel device.
This constant which for our simulations was 8.10 x 101 s-1 is then used for all the other
calculations.
To verify the accuracy of the above distribution function and choose an appropriate dilation
factor, X, we compared the experimentally measured impact ionization coefficient, a, in silicon
with that obtained by our approach. The generation rate per unit volume for electrons can be
written as
G= an Vn[ (2.31)
where a is the impact ionization coefficient, n is the electron concentration and vn is the electron
velocity usually taken to be the saturation velocity. In our approach the generation rate per
unit volume is
G = Csub n de F(e,T) (2.32)
Thresh
Hence the impact ionization coefficient is given by
aC = ,b deF(e,T) (2.33)
Eni ETh,-eah
The impact ionization rate thus obtained would be a function of the electron temperature;
the measured data and models proposed for the impact ionization rate are given as function
of electric field, and therefore it is necessary to convert the temperature dependence to a field
dependence. To accomplish this, the relationship for the homogeneous case can be applied.
Note that in our mobility model, the "low field mobility" is independent of the doping near
the oxide interface, as surface effects dominate.
Using the expression for electric field versus temperature that can be derived for the
homogeneous case, with nO = 450 cm 2 /(Vs), and the energy distribution function in (2.29)
with a dilation factor of 1.0 x 105, where the energy is measured in eV and the temperature
in Kelvin, (2.33) results in an impact ionization coefficient vs. inverse electric field curve as
shown in Fig. 2-10. Experimental data from [38] is also shown in this figure. Although the
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Figure 2-10: Comparison of the impact ionization coefficient, oa, as a function of the inverse
electric field between experimental data (solid) and that obtained from our model (2-33) (dash)
two do not match exactly, this is to be expected due to the large uncertainty in the measured
data and the approximations in the model.
Fig. 2-11 shows the simulated and measured substrate currents as a function of the drain
voltage at different gate biases for both devices using the cubic distribution function with the
above parameters. Generation-recombination is ignored in our simulator so only a comparison
with the hot carrier part of the substrate current is appropriate.
Fig. 2-12 shows the substrate current as a function of the gate voltage with the drain voltage
as a parameter. The threshold voltage for this device is about 0.23 V, and the accuracy of the
calculated substrate current seriously degrades for biases near the threshold voltage, although
the peak substrate current is correctly predicted. This inaccuracy cannot be attributed to
errors in the threshold voltage because a careful comparison of the simulated and measured
drain currents even at low gate biases shows very little error. An explanation for this effect
can be found if we consider that in the subthreshold regime with high drain voltage, the
electric fields are extremely high (over 5 x 105 V/cm) in a very narrow region near the drain.
Consequently, the carriers don't fully thermalize before entering the drain, and therefore the
electron temperature in this region does not accurately reflect the tails of the distribution
function. In this operating regime of the MOSFET, the energy-balance model is inadequate
and only a method which correctly accounts for the high energy particles can be relied upon.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we introduced the hydrodynamic model which is an extension of the
classical drift-diffusion approach to modeling transport in semiconductor devices. In the
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Figure 2-11: Simulated (o) and measured (solid) substrate current for the 0.16 Arm (upper curve)
and 0.40 tm (lower curve) devices using the cubic distribution function. (a) VGS = 0.9V; (b)
VGS = 1.2V; (c) VGS = 1.5V.
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Figure 2-12: Simulated (o) and measured (solid) substrate current for a device with Leff =
0.20 pm as a function of the gate voltage for three different drain voltages.
hydrodynamic model, carrier energy momentum and particle number are all conserved. These
conservation laws which lead to a set of coupled partial differential equations that form the
hydrodynamic model were presented along with a set of physical parameters which were
needed to successfully model realistic devices. Issues concerning the numerical techniques
needed to actually solve the partial differential equations were then discussed. Finally we
compared the simulated results with experimental data from advanced MOSFET's to test the
model and the parameters used. It was shown that the drain currents obtained from the
hydrodynamic model match the measured data quite well for a range of channel lengths
and biases with one set of parameters, but the substrate current obtained by our technique
while accurate for a large bias range produces large errors near threshold. We attribute this
behavior of the simulation results from the hydrodynamic model to the use of the electron
energy or temperature which is an ensemble average and therefore cannot in principle provide
detailed information about the distribution of the hot carriers. If the distribution was roughly
Maxwellian than this would be sufficient information but near the drain of a short channel
MOSFET, for example, the distribution is far from a Maxwellian as two populations of hot
and cold carriers exist simultaneously. Thus even if there is a considerable number of hot
carriers with energy well above the impact ionization threshold, their effect on the electron
temperature may be minimal if a large population of cold carriers at the lattice temperature is
also present. And this, in fact is the situation in the drain region of a device at high fields. We,
therefore, believe that only a method which provides direct information on the carrier energy
distribution can be reliable and robust for this kind of simulation.
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Chapter 3
Boltzmann Equation Solution- I
3.1 Introduction
The direct solution of the Boltzmann equation for modeling transport in semiconductors has
been pursued for over two decades and many ingenious techniques have been developed
for this purpose. These include an integral equation method [39], the Monte-Carlo method
[40], a number of different basis function expansions [41] [42], and direct integration [43]. Of
these techniques the one that has garnered the most attention is the Monte-Carlo method.
The reason for this is twofold: first, it is relatively easy to implement (at least in its simpler
manifestations), second, it is quite flexible and hence allows easy incorporation of details such
as complex band structures and scattering mechanisms. The main drawback of the Monte-
Carlo method is its computational expense especially when attempting to reduce the statistical
noise in the low density tails of the distribution function.
As an alternative to the Monte-Carlo method for the solution of the Boltzmann equation,
we shall consider the spherical harmonic expansion method in this chapter. In the next two
sections some motivation for this approach is given and then a brief review of earlier work
using this approach will be presented. Then our contribution in extending this technique
to arbitrary order will be explained. Next the numerical difficulties encountered using this
approach and the solutions found for the one-dimensional problem will be presented. Finally
results using the arbitrary order approach for the test case of an n+nn+ diode will be presneted.
3.2 Spherical Harmonic Expansion
Due to the spherical symmetry of the band structure and the randomizing nature of most
scattering processes we expect the distribution function to have some degree of spherical
symmetry in momentum space. Also the equilibrium distribution, which is a Maxwellian,
in the non-degenerate case, is spherically symmetric. Thus a basis function expansion of
the distribution function should exploit this symmetry. Consequently a plausible choice for
the basis functions is the family of surface spherical harmonics [44] [45] denoted by Ylm(0, 0),
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Figure 3-1: The coordinate system used in the spherical harmonic expansion.
Table 3.1: Spherical harmonics up to second order (1=2).
which up to second order are given in Table 3.1. We therefore, express the distribution function
as (see Fig. 3-1)
(3.1)f(r, k) = A fim(r, k) Ylm(,(0 ).
Im
This expansion means that at each point, r, in real space the momentum space description of
the distribution function is specified on each sphere of radius k by a weighted sum of surface
spherical harmonics. The weight of each harmonic, Yim, is specified by fim. The essence of
the problem is to find these weights on as many spheres in momentum space as desired. Of
course, this choice for the expansion will be efficient only if a few spherical harmonics are
needed to represent the momentum space distribution to the desired accuracy.
As an example of how a spherical harmonic expansion will model a typical distribution
function, consider the displaced Maxwellian distribution which is commonly used as an
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approximation to the true distribution for moderate electric fields. Fig. 3-2 shows a shifted
Maxwellian and the Legendre polynomial expansion (in cos 0) for this distribution up to third
order. The Legendre polynomials of cos 0 are just reduced spherical harmonics when there
is rotational symmetry about the polar direction, i.e. there is no 0 variation. Fig. 3-3 shows
the projection of the shifted Maxwellian distribution onto the space of Legendre polynomials;
only the first four Legendre polynomials for this distribution are shown in perspective. The
coefficient for each Legendre polynomial is given by
fn(k) = 2 / Pn(cos 0) fDMw(k, ) sin d (3.2)
where Pn(cos 0) is the Legendre polynomial of order n and fDMW is the drifted Maxwellian
distribution given by:
fDMW = Coexp [-(k + + (k - kD)2] (3.3)
= Coexp [-(k sin 0)2 + (kcos9 - kD)2]
where Co is a normalization constant and kD is the shift in the Maxwellian from the origin.
From Fig. 3-2 it can be seen that the third order term in the expansion, f3,0, is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the first, foo. This gives an indication of the level of accuracy
attained by this approximation; obviously including higher orders in the expansion would
reduce the error between the synthesized function and the original shifted Maxwellian. As the
distribution becomes more displaced, the error in the Legendre polynomial expansion grows
and higher order expansions are needed to maintain the same accuracy. For example in Fig.
3-4 a more shifted Maxwellian is expanded to third order again and as expected f3,0 is now
much larger in magnitude than in the previous example.
3.3 Boltzmann equation solution using spherical harmonics
In the previous section we showed how the spherical harmonics (or more specifically the
Legendre polynomials) can be used to approximate a given distribution function. Of course
our goal is to solve for the unknown distribution function that satisfies the Boltzmann equation
with the appropriate boundary conditions. The standard way of doing this [42] [46] is to
substitute the expansion (3.1) into the Boltzmann equation
v(k). Vrf(r,k) - q(r) Vkf(r, k) = S(k, k)f(r, k') d3k' - f(r, k) J S(k, k') d3k' (3.4)
to generate a set of coupled partial differential equation in the expansion coefficients. This
set of partial differential equations is then solved by first discretizing them to generate an
algebraic problem, which is then solved to yield the desired set of coefficients fti.
For modeling transport in one real space dimension, z, we must consider a two dimensional
momentum space in the polar coordinates, k and 0, where the angle is defined from the electric
43
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Figure 3-2: The top graph shows each of the lower order expansion components of the
synthesized function, denoted by ftot. The bottom graph shows the error between the shifted
Maxwellian and the synthesized distribution for each order of approximation.
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Figure 3-5: Coordinate system for the one dimensional real space problem.
field direction which is chosen to be the k axis, as shown in Fig. 3-5. Then the distribution
function can be expanded in Legendre polynomials of the angle 0:
f(z, k) = f (z, k)P, (cos ). (3.5)
Note that the Legendre polynomials in cos 0, Pn, (cos 0) are just the set of spherical harmonics
Yo,0 , Y1,o, Y2,0 ... without any dependence and for this reason we shall drop the second index
for the remainder of this section. We now use the above expansion for f in each term of the
BTE.
3.3.1 The diffusion term: v(k) Vrf(r, k)
The velocity v(k) is determined from the band structure: v(k) 1 ,E which is assumed to
be spherically symmetric and described by a relation of the form: (E) - 2k = 2kk This2m* 2m* Ti
allows for a non-parabolic band structure by using an appropriate form for -(E). Of course,
-y(E) = E leads to the familiar parabolic band model. Thus, v(k) is given by
O107 yE hk E hk E. ( 2 ( 0 E.
~ -v(k) = h k t-y = * a- = m* Ik = * a lk = v(k)ik- (3.6)
where ik is the unit vector in the radial k direction. Note that the magnitude of the velocity is
purely a function of the energy and its direction is always radial. Using the above expression
for the velocity, we can write the diffusion term in one real space dimension as:
v(k). Vrf(r,k) = v(k).fi = v(k)ik -a [fn(zk)Pn(cos0)] iz (3.7)
The scalar product, above, can be evaluated by projecting the radial ik vector onto the z-axis
which evaluates to cos 0, whence, the diffusion term becomes:
v(k). Vrf(r, k) = v(k)cosO [ f P(cos0)] (3.8)
[ fnzkPcoO]
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If we now use the following identity for Legendre polynomials [44]:
-h (n + 1)Pn+l(x) + nPn-(x) (39)
2n + 1
we can rewrite the diffusion term as
E fn(z, k) (n + 1)Pn+1(cos0) + nPn-1 (cos0))
v(k)Zn +1 (3.10)
~(k) E o~ 2,n + 1'
3.3.2 The drift term: qe(r) Vkf(r, k)
As discussed in the previous section we are only considering variation in one real space
direction conventionally chosen to be z, so we can replace f(r, k) by f(z, k). In spherical
coordinates the gradient of any function h(k, 0) which has no 0 dependence is:
9h(k,0). 1 Oh(k, 0)
Vkh(k) = (k ik + )i (3.11)Ok k O
Hence the gradient of f with respect to the k vector can be explicitly written as:
Vkf(r,k) = Vk E fn(z,k)Pn(cos0) (3.12)
aof (z, k)(cos 0)ik + fn(z, k)Pn(cos 9 i )
= Y~ Oak k ao
E f z ak Pn (COS 0) ik + E ( z, k) 9,(COS 0) ( in 0) > A8k'k co(cos 0)
where we have assumed that the distribution function has no 0 dependence because of its
symmetry about the z-directed electric field. We must now perform a scalar product of the
gradient vector with the z-directed electric field which can be implemented by projecting the
gradient onto the z-axis. For any vector of the form frir + foio the projection onto the z-axis is
fT cos 0 - fo sin 0. Therefore, the scalar product of the gradient with the electric field is:
qh [ af(zk) Pn(cos 0) cos 0 + fn(zk) P(cos ) sin (3.13)
~~ [L~a 8k ~ ~ k 0(cos9) s i n 
To simplify the above expression we use the identity [44]:
(x 2 - 1)Pn, (x) = nxPn(x) - nPn-l1 (x) (3.14)
along with (3.9) to obtain the relation:
(x 2 _ 1)P (x) = n(n + 1)Pn+l(x) -n(n + 1)Pn-l(x) (3.15)2n + 1
where Pn (x) is the derivative of Pn (x) with respect to x. The drift term can then be written as:
[E Zofn(zk) (n+1)Pn+lr+~(x)+n ~ ) /(3.16)
h Ok 2n + 1
[. fn(zk) (n(n + 1)Pn+l(x) - n(n + n)Pn-l(x) 
k 2n+ 1)
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where we have defined x = cos 0 for notational convenience. Rewriting the above equation to
factor out the Legendre polynomials gives
1 (n fn( k) +n(n 1 f I(k ) (3.17)(,]
+ d 2 + 1 (n k n(n+ ) k Pn(x)
3.3.3 Complete BTE expansion in Legendre Polynomials
We now make a change of variable from the magnitude of the radial vector, k, to the energy,
E and rewrite (3.17) in terms of the energy. To do this we need the following identities, which
follow from (3.6):
1 fn(z,k) Ofn(z,E) 1 E Of,(z,E) 1 Eay Ofan(z, E)
h 9k = OE Ok = OE I' - v (3.18)
v(lfz) zE) (1nZ7) * (3.19)1~~ = fn ( z,)~-
where y' = d. Under this change of variables, the diffusion term is unchanged as it did not
have any explicit dependence on the momentum or energy vector:
Ofn(z,E) (n + l)P+l(cos) + nPn-l(cos )
v(E) Z 2z (3.20)
but the drift term (3.17) now becomes:
q~v(E) [ 1 n (z E) + n(n + 1)y'f (z, E)) P (x) (3.21)2 + E23'
+ z 1 ((n+ l)fn E) n(n + 1)y f(z, E)) Pn+ (x)]1 (E2- 
The sum of the above two expressions forms the left hand side of the Boltzmann equation, and
if we write the above terms for the n th order of the Legendre polynomial expansion we get:
1 OLf +z '1 v(E) - bn-7- + (n + 1) z (3.22)2 ~  ~ ~ ~ ~Onl~- 1)-)/9
q£ n f 9fnni n(n - 1)7' + (n + 1)(n + 2)y' fn+l
V E (n±+1) aE 2y 2-y
The two lowest order expansions are:
n- 0:
fof2 (Ofl + Lf) ( 1 fo) (3.23)
n= 1:
O- 2 _ q £ 0(fo , 2 +  f 2) =( 3 )( ) (3.24)09Z az q, aE aE 7 ~v(E) (
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where the right hand side is assumed to also have been expanded in spherical harmonics with
the coefficients of the lowest order term being denoted by (%- ), the next by ( ) etc. If we
set all coefficients higher than the first to zero than the above equation simplifies to
afO- O-E = 3 'a" (q, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(3.25)
The equations (3.23) and (3.25) are exactly the ones used in [46] [47], where the above equations
are discretized after including the appropriate scattering mechanisms and then solved for the
zeroth order, f and first order, fl coefficients. The results obtained using this technique
were satisfactory for the devices and biases studied in [46]. One important question that was
not addressed in earlier work is whether first order expansions are sufficiently accurate for
all realistic problems and if not then how can this technique be extended in a general way to
higher orders. The obvious way to solve for higher order coefficients is to go back to the general
set of equations and regenerate a larger set of PDE's for the higher order, and then discretize
and implement them in a computer program. Clearly, this is not a desirable approach for
each higher order. What is needed is a general method that automatically extends to arbitrary
order. In the next section we present such a method.
3.4 Arbitrary Order Expansion
As illustrated in the previous section the technique for generating a set of partial differential
equations which can be solved for the coefficients of the first n spherical harmonics consists
in writing the distribution function as a sum of spherical harmonics and then using the
orthogonality of the spherical harmonics to write n partial differential equations which couple
the coefficients of all the n spherical harmonics. Once this set of equations is obtained it is
discretized in energy and real space to produce an algebraic problem which can be solved
using standard matrix techniques. One difficulty with this method is that if a higher order
solution than originally used is needed then the set of differential equations must be revised
and augmented, and this new set of partial differential equations has to be discretized and
solved. An implementation that was based on the initial set of equations would have to
modified to solve the new problem. Clearly a technique that accommodated itself to the
solution of arbitrary order spherical harmonic expansion without human intervention would
be superior. This can in fact be achieved by using a Galerkin method.
The basic idea is the same: the unknown solution is written as a sum of spherical harmonics
whose coefficients have to be determined. But then instead of generating a partial differential
equation for each harmonic we discretize the Boltzmann equation and multiply it by the
conjugate harmonics and integrate over a sphere in momentum space. This produces a matrix
equation for the coefficients of the expansion which accounts for the coupling between each
spherical harmonic and all others. As the intermediate step of writing down a continuous set
of differential equations is omitted, the problem can be solved for arbitrary size as the only
change necessary is in the size of the matrix. This idea is developed formally below.
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Substituting the spherical harmonic expansion into the Boltzmann Equation and multiply-
ing by the conjugate spherical harmonic and integrating over a sphere in k-space yields:
J Y'M, (0, ) (k) Efim(r, k)Ym(9,q )dQ Y* (9 ,)qC(r) - k E fjm (r, k)Ylm(9, q,)dQ
Im Im
= J Y*m1, (0, 0) S ( fim(r, k)Ylm(0, 0)) d (3.26)
1m
where S denotes the scattering operator. In the following discussion we develop the Galerkin
method in one real space dimension, conventionally chosen to be the z-axis, assuming spherical
but not necessarily parabolic bands. The multidimensional real space problem is discussed in
the next chapter.
3.4.1 The Diffusion Term
The first term in the above expansion can be written as:
J Yj* (O,q ) v(k)ik. az [Zfim(zk)Ylm(0,$)] idQ (3.27)
where v(k) is given by (3.6). The scalar product above can be evaluated by remembering that
the projection of the unit radial ik vector onto the z-axis is cos 0. Thus after rearranging the
terms we get: a
v(k) Y- (, ) e cos z a [ft m (z, k)] Ylm(0, ) dQ. (3.28)
Im
If we now use a two point approximation to the space derivative:
afemi+l,j fi~j
a9Zm im~, Az ij(3.29)
where the i index denotes discretization in space and the j index denotes discretization in
energy, then the above expression at a point (i, j) in the solution space can be written as:
fi+l,j fij
v(k) | f m fm Ylm ,(, 0q)Ym(0, ) cos dQ (3.30)
1M
where the differential surface element, dQ2 = sin 0 dO dq. Thus, if we let
27r Xr
Gl'm';m = Y*m, (0, q)Ym(0, q) cos 0 sin dO do, (3.31)
then the diffusion term of the BTE can be written as
i+l,j i,j
vi Azll - ,im;Im (3.32)
vImlm
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where vi is the magnitude of the velocity vector that corresponds to the discretized energy EJ.
This expression can be written more compactly as:
vJG (fi+l,j fij) (3-33)
-G (3.33)
where f is the vector of coefficients and G is the matrix defined by (3.31). One advantage of
writing the diffusion term in this compact form is that it clearly shows the coupling between the
different coefficients in the expansion. Note that G represents the coupling between harmonics
at a given point in space whereas the approximation to the derivative in space is the coupling
between harmonics at two different points in space.
3.4.2 The Drift Term
A similar derivation is performed for the drift term in the BTE. After substituting the spherical
harmonic expansion for the distribution, performing the scalar product with the electric field,
and multiplying by the conjugate harmonics, we can write:
f y,,() q E( [f(z k) Ym(0, ) cos 0- frm(Z, k) Ym(, ) sin0 d. (3.34)h 1M A ~ ~k ao
If we now pull the electric field outside the integral as it is independent of k and write the
expression as the sum of two integrals over Q, we obtain
~~~C~z~~f~ [Ofim(Z~~~~k~y* k i'm~l(O,c)) 
-q£(z) [. f z, k)m,(O,b)ym(9,'b)cos9 f1m(zky 8Yirn(0,ki 86 
-q£(z)JE,)Y1'.(0'o~os0 Yt*'- (A 0)' sin 0 dQ(3.35)
We approximate the derivative with respect to the magnitude of the k vector or energy as a
difference:
a 9 aE 0 [f+ ' ,ifjl[f m (z, k)] = [f m (z, E)] = E [fim(z, E)]hv(E) hv fj (3.36)
using (3.18) to change variables from the magnitude of the k vector to energy. With these
substitutions the drift term is
i,j+l i,j+l
vq j m Zi  Yl*m, (0, 0))Yim(0, 0) cos sin dO do (3.37)
IM AE -lm
+q& v i E fii J Ym(c ) Otm(O c)) sin 0 sin d do)
Im 
where we have used (3.19) to express ftm(zk) in a more convenient form. Also, 'y and y'i referk
to (E) evaluated at the discretized energy Ei. Note that we have already encountered the
first integral and it was denoted as Gli'm';lm. Analogously, the second integral term will be
called Hl,'m';lm, which is defined as:
jm2ir 8Yi = m(,) sin sindd.
Hiim,;im = Y*Mt ( q) sin 9 sin 9 dO do (3.38)I: 890
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The drift term can then be written more compactly as:
- qEivi [1 G (fi j +l[AE
* fi 1j) Y Hf ij] (3.39)
where the matrix H was defined by (3.38).
3.4.3 The Complete Equation
Combining the drift and diffusion terms we can write the left hand side of the Boltzmann
equation in the compact notation introduced above:
v [o G (fi+l'ji - fij) - qgi (1 G (fij+l - fiJ) (3.40)i . .'
- 27 i f '
The final task is to put the above expression in a matrix form. First we introduce some more
notation to simplify the final form. Let
a id = £ v
_ 
q~i vAE
bij = q£ vi
2yJ
cia = Vj (3.41)
anz
and
-= (-C i" + a i 'j ) G + b i H
= C' ,i G
= -a i'j G (3.42)
Then the coefficient matrix can be written as:
0
W11 ' WJ'j
Wi+lji Wi+1,J1 W2
0
fiJ
fi+l,j
fij+l
fi+l,j+l
wi+1,jW3
0
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Figure 3-6: Mesh used for the one-dimensional real space problem.
The above matrix equation is the discrete equivalent of the Boltzmann equation for arbitrary
order except for the scattering term which has not been included and the boundary conditions
on the distribution function which will contribute to the right hand side. Note that the matrix
is very sparse- the only off-diagonal non-zero blocks are the ones coupling neighbors in space
(W2) and energy (W3). The particular location of the blocks depends on the ordering of the
unknowns; the above pattern is for a row ordering based on the mesh in Fig. 3-6.
The order of the expansion enters only through the matrices G, H and the size of the vector
f, otherwise the formulation is the same. G and H can be calculated a priori for whatever order
is needed or they could be computed on the fly as they only involve trigonometric functions
which can even be computed numerically if necessary. As an example, up to third order G
and H are given below for the one-dimensional problem:
0
2
v~0
3
v/35
0
0
3
0~0
_ 20 v3
0 0
0 0
0 0
-2 
0
6
-,43g
0
12
0
Although we have assumed a particular form for the discrete approximation to the
derivatives in space and energy, the development described above holds equally well for
a different discrete approximation, the only change being that the non-zero blocks would be
at a different position in the matrix. For example if one used a backward difference for the
derivative in space instead of the forward difference used above, then instead of having a
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Energy
- 0 1o _
1 0
o 2
0 0
---- A
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r-L-
non-zero block after the diagonal the non-zero block would be before it.
3.4.4 The Scattering Term
We will consider acoustic and optical phonon and ionized impurity scattering; and for all three
cases we assume a single spherical band for simplicity. The details of the band structure and
the scattering rates are given in section 3.6.
Acoustic Phonon Scattering
We will assume that acoustic phonon scattering is isotropic and completely elastic. It can
therefore be written as
Sac(k, k') = c [E(k') - E(k)] (3.43)
where Cac is the scattering rate. The net scattering term due to acoustic phonons is
Sac(k', k)f(k')d 3k'- f(k) J Sac(k, k')d 3k' (3.44)
c= J 6 [E(k) - E(k')] f(k)d 3k'- f(k)c J 6 [E(k') - E(k)] d3k'
= Cac [f-,oY 0, -E f iYim(0, 40)] g(E)
1m
where g(E) is the density of states given below, which enters due to the change of variables
from k to E
47r(2m*)3/ 1/2
A3 ly ^-
Using vector notation the above scattering term up to third order can be written as:
0 0 0 0 fo,o
[Yo Y lo Y2,0 Y3,0 -1 0 0 fO Cacg(E)0 0 -1 0 12,0
0 0 0 -1 f3,0
or more compactly
cacg(E)YT Sac f
where Sac is understood to be the matrix for the acoustic phonon scattering shown above and
Y, f are the vectors of the spherical harmonics and coefficients respectively.
The last step is to generate the coefficient matrix by multiplying the conjugate harmonics
and integrating over the unit sphere in k-space:
acg(E) JdQ y*yT Sac f
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Optical Phonon Scattering
The optical phonon scattering rate is given by the expression
Sop(k,k') = cop [Nop6(E(k') - E(k) -w) + (Nop + 1)6(E(k') - E(k) +hw)] (3.45)
where thw is the energy of the optical phonon and Nop the optical phonon number. The net
scattering rate due to optical phonons is
Sop(k', k) f (k')d3k'- f(k) f Sop(k, k')d3 k' (3.46)
= cop f Nop[E(k) - E(k') -hw]f(k')d 3 k' + cop f N+6[E(k) - E(k') +hw]f(k')d3 k'
- f(k)cop f N+p6[E(k') - E(k)-hw]d3k'- f(k)cop f N+p[E(k') - E(k) +hw]d 3k'
= copYo,o [Nopfoo(E -hw)g- + No+Pfo,o(E +hw)g + - Nopfo,o(E)g+ - No+pf0 ,(E)g-]
- Z flm~iiYi(0 q)c0p (Nopg+ + NpgIm ~ ~ ~ ~+
lm$O
where g- = g(E - hw), g+ = g(E + hw) are the density of states obtained from the band
structure and N+p = Np + 1. In vector notation the above scattering term up to third order for
one real space dimension is:
I 0 0 0 fo,o(E hw)
0i 0 0 0 fl1 o(E+hw) (~+Cop YO,O Y,O Y2,0 Y30 f0(E+ ) (Nop 9+) (3.47)0 0 0 0 f 2,o(E +hw)
0 0 0 0 f 3,(E+hw)
1 0 0 0 fo,o(E)
o 1 0 0 f1 ,o(E)
o o 1 0 f 2,0(E)
O o o 1 f 3,o(E)
1 0 0 0 fo,o(E-hw)
0 0 0 0 f2,o(E-hw)
0 0 0 0 f3,0(E-hw)
Note that the scattering rate for the isotropic term depends on energies above and below the
energy for which the coefficients are written. If space and energy were discretized and the
energy step chosen such that hw was a multiple of the energy step then the above scattering
rate would couple three different energies, E (with the index j), E + thw (with the index j + )
and E - hw (with the index j - ). Hence, the spherical harmonics vector would multiply a
linear combination of f vectors for three different energies:
yTC0 p [N-+p9 ++ S -+pf + (Npg+ + No+pg- ) Sopf + Nopg- So-pf j-']
where Sop, SO-p and S +p are coupling matrices given above.
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Ionized Impurity Scattering
The scattering operator for ionized impurity scattering in the Brooks-Herring model is:
SBH (k, k') = CBH 6[E(k ') - E(k)] (3.48)[1 + a(1 - cos 9)]2
2k2where 0 is the angle between the k and k' vectors and a = . /3 is the inverse of the Debye
length and therefore depends on the doping concentration; CBH is the scattering rate which
depends linearly on the doping concentration. Before we write the scattering integral, we
expand the above scattering rate in Legendre polynomials of cos 0 (as there is no q dependence)
SBH(k, k') = E Pn(cos 0) sBH,6[E(k') - E(k)] (3.49)
n
where sBHn are the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial expansion for the Brooks-Herring
model which are given in Appendix C. Then the scattering integral can be written as
J SBH(k', k)f(k')d 3 k'- f(k) f SBH(k, k')d3 k' (3.50)
- [ sBHimfimlm(9, 0) - sBH 0 ,0 Ej f iYim(0, 0)] g(E)
1M Im
= g(E)YT SB f
where SBH is the net scattering matrix for the Brooks-Herring model, as shown below, up to
third order
0 0 0 0
0 sBH1 - sBH0 0 0
SBH = Os l--Bo° (3.51)0 0 sBH 2 - sBH0 (3.51)
0 0 0 sBH 3 - sBH
For the first integral (the in-scattering term) we have used the Addition Theorem for spherical
harmonics [44], whereas for the out-scattering integral the only non-zero term is from the
lowest order harmonic which is isotropic. The next step is to multiply by the orthogonal
spherical harmonics and integrate, which yields:
g(E) f (y*yT SBH f ) d.
3.5 Numerics
A number of numerical issues arise in the Galerkin approach which need to be addressed
differently from those that arise in the traditional approach using spherical harmonics. The
difference exists primarily because the latter approach leads to a set of coupled partial
differential equation whose discretization and subsequent solution is the main numerical focus
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whereas in the approach presented here the partial differential equations are not explicitly
formed but discretized earlier. Thus issues such as current conservation and the stability of
the discretization need to be addressed in a more general way as they apply to the whole
system rather than to each individual PDE as in the traditional approach.
3.5.1 Discretization
As noted in the previous section, in the arbitrary order method we discretize the differential
operators in space and energy before we multiply by the orthogonal harmonics, which results
in a matrix problem rather than a set of partial differential equations. The actual choice of the
discrete approximation to the differential operator depends on obtaining a stable scheme and
on the boundary conditions.
The time varying Boltzmann equation in one real-space dimension after expansion into
spherical harmonics can be written as:
af + a(Gf) E(z) (Gf) £ (z)) Hf = 1 f(352)Ot ' ~ Oz O--E- 27 (3.52)
This equation can be put into a discretized form as shown below, where we have used a box
discretization with mesh spacing of Az in space and AE in energy (AA = AzAE):
AAaf + AE G(f i+l/ 2 ,j - fi-/ 2 ,j) - /z £G(f i j +l/2 - fij-1/2 ) (3.53
at
c -A a'J 
- AA Hf',j = A af2ai j V3 at )
The terms fi+l/2,j, fi-1/2,j, fij+l/2 , fij-1/ 2 represent the average 'flux' at the interface of the
control volume as shown in Fig. 3-7. To completely specify the discretization method it
is necessary to choose the 'average' flux at the interface. In the time dependent case the
Boltzmann equation is a hyperbolic equation (a wave equation) and if time is discretized then
at each time step the new values of the coefficients f can be computed either explicitly based
on the values at the previous time steps or implicitly if the unknown values at the current time
step are also used. If only a steady state solution is of interest then obviously an explicit time
marching scheme is not possible and an implicit solution is required. But the stability issue
remains the same: how should the flux be computed at the interfaces?
One approach is to everywhere use a simple two-point discretization for the flux for
example one choice would be fi+l/2 ,j = fij and fi-/ 2 ,j = fi-l,j and a similar expression for
the flux in the direction of the energy axis. It must be remembered that the flux here is a vector
quantity and therefore there exists the added freedom of choosing a different expression for
each component of the flux vector. Hence, a large number of variations are possible even for
a two point discretization scheme when two dimensions and a few orders (the size of the flux
vector) are included. Some results from the one-dimensional wave equation can guide the
search for the best discretization method. For example, it is known that in the one-dimensional
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Figure 3-7: Control volume for energy-space discretization.
wave equation a symmetric discretization such that the net flux is given by fi+l _ fil is always
unstable. This was also found to be true for the above problem. After some trial and error a
first order discretization that was usually effective was found, which is denoted as a one-sided
discretization in the following discussion. This scheme uses a forward one-sided, two-point
approximation to the derivatives in space and energy of the coefficients of even harmonics
fo,o, f2,0 etc. and a backward one-sided, two-point approximation in space and energy to the
derivatives of the odd harmonics fl,o, f3,0 etc. This method is shown schematically in Fig. 3-8,
and the results obtained up to third order using this method are shown in Fig. 3-9.
Although this discretization scheme is successful in most cases, under certain circumstances
it can lead to instability, for example near the n+n junction in the simulation of the n+nn+
diode [48]. An example of the instability is shown in Fig. 3-10. In this figure the coefficients
are plotted as a function of space, but the oscillation are not in space, they are in energy in
the region to the left of the n+n junction. The salient fact about this junction is that this is the
only part of the device where the electric field is positive for the bias conditions used in Fig.
3-10. We also know that the discretization shown in Fig. 3-8 is stable for a homogeneous field
only if it is negative everywhere but not if it is positive. These two observations clearly imply
that the sign of the field is the key to stable discretization. To better understand the stability
issues we will use the insights from the one-dimensional wave equation and use it to guide
our approach.
3.5.2 Upwinding Theory
It is well known that if the wave equation (in one-dimension)
Ut + a U = 0 (3.54)
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Figure 3-8: The one-sided discretization scheme, where the horizontal axis represents real
space and the vertical direction energy. The index i corresponds to discretization in space and
the index j to discretization in energy.
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Figure 3-9: Stable results for the spherical harmonic coefficients (in arbitrary units) using the
discretization shown in Fig. 3.8 for the simulation of an n+nn+ structure.
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Figure 3-10: Unstable results obtained using the one-sided scheme.
is discretized using a forward Euler time marching scheme as shown below:
uk+1- u = Ž a (u 11 2 -U (355)
where k is the index for temporal discretization and i for spatial discretization, then for a
stable discretization the spatial derivative must be done either in the forward or the backward
direction depending on the sign of the velocity a [49]. This is know as upwind differencing.
Thus, upwind differencing requires that
a>0-- Uk+' -Uk = A t a(Uk 1- Uk) (3.56)
< 0 Uk+ - U = At a (U/k-Uik _) (3.57)
Note that in the control volume sense the above equation simply conserves the flux, that is
if there is a net flux leaving a control volume in space then at the next time step the value of
the function at the center of that control volume is reduced commensurately. Of course the
change can be an increase or a decrease depending on the sign of the net flux.
In the Boltzmann equation, the energy derivative has a coefficient which changes sign
depending on the electric field and therefore it is the energy derivative that must be 'winded'.
Now, up to first order the flux term in energy is given by Gf where
[ 1 0 Gf= 1f ]73 73=~~ o~
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Figure 3-11: Stable results obtained using the upwinded scheme.
Therefore, the flux difference in energy has two possible expressions: if the electric field is
negative it is
(_i) [ f1j - f 
otherwise it is
f1,0 - f, 10
foo- folo
where we have suppressed the factor for clarity. Note that the direction of the two point
discretization for the even and odd harmonics are still opposite to each other as in the one-sided
discretization but these directions flip sign depending on the electric field direction.
The results obtained using the upwinded discretization for the same structure and bias
conditions as in Fig. 3-10 are shown in Fig. 3-11. Clearly the unstable oscillations introduced
due to the discretization have been suppressed here. The advantage of using the more stable
winded method is most clearly seen if f0,0 is plotted as a function of energy in the left n+
region for the two cases (Fig. 3-12).
An upwind scheme was also used in [50] where the BTE was solved by direct discretization
of the distribution function in spherical coordinates but without using an expansion in
spherical harmonics.
3.5.3 Boundary Conditions
The Boltzmann equation has only first order derivatives in space whereas physically we
would like to specify the boundaries (Ohmic contacts for example) in space at both the left
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and right end points. This seeming inconsistency can be resolved by using the fact that the
Boltzmann equation expansion in spherical harmonics is really a set of equations. Thus, we
specify the zeroth order harmonic at both edges but leave the first order coefficient unspecified
everywhere. In general all even harmonics are fixed onboth sides and all odd harmonics are left
floating at the edges and their values calculated everywhere. We set the zeroth order harmonic
to be the Maxwellian at the lattice temperature and the second and higher harmonics to zero.
For low-order spherical harmonics these boundary conditions have a physical interpretation.
Specifying the zeroth and second order harmonics, and solving for the first and third is
equivalent to specifying the electron concentration and the electron temperature on both
edges but solving for the electron current and the heat flux at those points.
In the energy direction we assume that all harmonics are zero beyond some maximum
energy and also for the odd harmonics use the fact that the odd harmonics must be zero at
zero energy. This is a necessary condition for the odd harmonics, otherwise there would be a
discontinuity in the distribution at zero energy. This can be demonstrated for the first order
harmonic term fl,o(k)cos by considering the distribution along the kz axis- for k > 0,
cos 0 = 1 but for kz < 0, cos 0 = -1. Therefore if fl,0 had a non-zero value in the neighborhood
of kz = 0 then the distribution would have a discontinuity at kz = O.
3.5.4 Current Conservation
In the previous section we discussed issues regarding the stability of the discretization, in
this section we will be concerned with guaranteeing current conservation with the chosen
discretization method.
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The equation for the zeroth harmonic including acoustic and optical phonon and ionized
impurity scattering is:
f- ( 9fi-o + ofl) = S[fo,o(E), fo,o(E- AE), fo,o(E + AE)] (3.58)
where the scattering operator is given by
S[,, ] = () c [g+ (N+fo,o(E + AE) - N 0 foo(E)) + g (Nopfoo(E - E) - N+foo(E))]
(3.59)
and g+ = g(E + AE), g- = g(E - AE) are the density of states at the appropriate energies.
Nop is the number of optical phonons which is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution,
Nop [ wop/kBT - 1] 1 and N + = Nop 1.
In one dimension the current is only in the z-direction and is given as:
Jz = q f ftot(k)vz(k) d3 k = q f ftot(k)v(k)cos d3k (3.60)
oc f 1,o(k)v(k)d 3k
oc fl,o(E)v(E)g(E)dE
oc f 1,o(E)r(E)dE.
The only component of the distribution function that contributes to the current in the z-
direction is the f1,o coefficient. This of course follows from the orthogonality property of the
harmonics. Using this property we can write the equation for the zeroth harmonic essentially
as a current conservation equation as follows:
Ozfi ( + flo = S[foo(E) foo(E- E), foo(E+ AE)] (3.61)
_W - k q- -- a' + -fi,o] = y S[fo,o(E),fo,o(E - AE), fo,o(E + AE)](fi,o) dE_ q£f [ &fi,o] dE ] E
J Oz J _[flo)] dE = -?(E) S[fo,0o(E), fo,o(E - AE), fo,o(E + AE)]dE
f ('yfo) dE = q£ [y(E)fl,o]o
I Oz
+ J ?(E) S[fo,o(E), f0,0(E - AE), fo,o(E + AE)]dE
In the last equation above, the left hand side is proportional to the spatial derivative of the
current, which follows from (3.61), and therefore must be zero if current is to be conserved.
Using the boundary condition that -y(E)f1 ,o - 0 as E -- co, which follows from the assumption
that the total distribution approaches zero "faster" than any polynomial function of energy,
the first term is zero. Hence, the integral of the scattering term over energy must reduce to
zero for current to be conserved. From the scattering operator given in (3.59), it can be easily
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shown that this condition is satisfied:
f 7(E) S[fo,o(E), fo,o(E - AE), fo,o(E + AE)]dE (3.62)
(X J v- [g+ (N~+fo,o(E+) - Nopfoo(E)) + g- (Nof0oo(E-) - N+,f0,0(E))] dEf (E)
oc J1/27Y [g+ (N+pfo,o(E +) - Npfo,o(E)) + g (Nopfo,o(E-) - N+pfo,o(E))] dE
C Jy1/2 [g+ (No+fo,0(Y+)- Nopfo,0(7)) + g- (Nopfo,o(Y-)- N0fo,0(y))] dy
=C f V,~,/+ /y (N+f0,0(y+) - Nopfo,0()) + / - y (Nopfo,o((-) - N+f,0(y)) dcy
= 0
where we made a change of variable from E to y, and the last identity was obtained by a
change of variables (y -- y + Ay) in the second term of the integrand.
Thus, current conservation is inherent in the continuous case and the discretized equation
must preserve this property, which is achieved by using the discretization discussed in the
previous section. Note that performing a higher order expansion leaves the above current
conservation equation unchanged as the zeroth order equation only depends upon the first
order coefficient and not any higher ones.
3.5.5 Self-consistent solution with Poisson's equation
In all the discussion up to now we have assumed that the electric field was known or
given independently. Of course, in general the electric potential or field has to be solved
self-consistently with the distribution function. Thus, along with the Boltzmann equation
we need to discretize and solve Poisson's equation. Using the box-discretization method
mentioned earlier it is fairly straightforward to set up the discretized Poisson's equation.
The only complication comes about from the fact that in the self-consistent formulation the
system of equations becomes nonlinear: the electric field multiplies the energy derivative
of the distribution function coefficients. Hence, this nonlinear system must be solved. A
standard way of solving nonlinear systems is Newton's method, which is known to converge
quadratically [51]. Therefore if a good initial guess is known, after typically five to eight
iterations, the solution is found. The size of the matrix problem increases only slightly as there
is only one extra unknown at each real space point (there may be 50 coefficients in energy at
each point) but the cost in the number of iterations is of course significant. Also the sparsity
of the matrix is reduced slightly because there are many non-zero entries associated with the
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extra unknown as shown below for a typical Jacobian matrix:
0
WI .2 wWt 'j W~" '
W + lJW ~+ l,J
P 1 -2 1 0
.. 0 1 -2 1
6 fi i
bfi+l,j
bfi,j+l
bfi+l,j+l
where the P matrix blocks are the coefficients in the discrete approximation to the integral of
fim over energy which gives the electron concentration at that point in real space. Using this
method, we have found no difficulty in converging from the zero potential inital guess.
3.6 The Physical Model
For the simulation results presented in this and subsequent chapters the following scattering
mechanisms and band structure are used.
3.6.1 The Band Model
A single parabolic band with an effective mass of 0.26 times the electron mass is assumed:
E h2 k2
2m*
3.6.2 Acoustic Phonon Scattering
The scattering probability for an electron starting from an initial momentum state k to the state
k' under acoustic phonon scattering is [13]:
P(k, k') 2 kBT2 12 6 [E(k') - E(k)]
up
(3.63)
where V is the volume, u2 is the sound speed in silicon, p is the density of silicon, El is the
deformation potential for the lattice. As we are working in energy space we need to convert
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P
the above scattering probability from momentum space to energy space which is done by
integrating over the three dimensional k space after appropriate scaling:
V a2 V vx2m*3/2
(27r) 3 JP(E(k),E(k))k2 dk' = 27r2 3 J P(E, E')E"/2 dE'. (3.64)
Hence the acoustic scattering rate becomes
V-m *3/2 kBTo c.~E/2.P(E,E') 7= /U2 k ,T%6 [E- E'] El 2 (3.65)
The values of the parameters used are:
m* 0.26 m0
u1 9.00 x10 3 ms -1
p 2.33 x 103 kgm- 3
el 9.00 eV
3.6.3 Optical Phonon Scattering
For optical phonons the scattering rate is [13]:
P(k, k') = r(DtK)2 {Nop;Nop + 1}6 [E(k') - E(k) Thw] (3.66)Vpwop
where DtK is the coupling constant, wop is the frequency of the optical phonon and Nop is
the number of optical phonons using Bose statistics. Note that Nop is associate with -hw and
Nop + 1 is associated with the +hw for the cases of absorption and emission of optical phonons.
The above probability can be written in energy space to yield:
P(E, E') = (DtK)2 m*3/2 {Np; Np + 1}E'/2 6 [E' - Ehw] (3.67)PWop V2 ih E
The parameter values used in the above equation are:
DtK 5.0 x 108 eVcm- 1
hwop 50meV
3.6.4 Ionized Impurity Scattering
For ionized impurity scattering we use the Brooks-Herring model [13] which is based on
assuming a shielded potential (the Yukawa potential) for the ionized impurity. The resulting
scattering probability is given as:
Z2 q4 1S(k, ) = e2 Ni [2 + 2k2(1 - cos)]2[E'- EJ (3.68)
where Z is the ordinality of the impurity charge, Ni is the impurity concentration, ,3 is the
Debye length and 0 is the angle between the k and k' vectors, which are assumed to have the
same magnitude k as the scattering is considered to be elastic.
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3.7 Simulation Results
In this section we present results using the arbitrary order expansion method described in the
previous sections of this chapter. We will first present results for the homogeneous problem
with no spatial variation and compare those results with bulk Monte-Carlo data which is a test
of the implementation of our scattering terms. Then results for one-dimensional structures
such as uniform doping and n+nn+ diode are presented. All the results presented are using
a self-consistent scheme and were obtained using a direct sparse solver on the sparse matrix
generated by the Galerkin method. For the one-dimensional problem the size of the sparse
matrix problem is approximately 10,000 unknowns and therefore using a direct sparse method
rather than an iterative method is not a major handicap. For a much larger problem or for two
real space dimensions direct sparse solvers become less efficient than conjugate gradient type
iterative methods if a good preconditioner is available, and an iterative method would then
be the matrix solver of choice.
3.7.1 Homogeneous problem
Here we set all spatial derivatives to zero and then solve for the coefficients. Using results up
to first order we can match the distribution function obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations
[52] if the same scattering mechanisms and band structure are used. In Fig. 3-13 the electron
mean velocity calculated using the spherical harmonic approach and the Monte-Carlo method
is plotted as a function of the applied electric field along with experimental data. The graph
clearly demonstrates that the results from the spherical harmonic method and Monte-Carlo
are essentially the same except for the noise in the Monte-Carlo data. The experimental data
is qualitatively similar but the saturation velocity is about 20% lower because of the simplistic
band and scattering model used in the simulation.
3.7.2 Resistor
If we simulate a uniformly doped finite region of silicon (a resistor) with an applied bias,
we expect to see a uniform field in the bulk and some carrier heating if the field is large
enough. Fig. 3-14 and 3-15 show the first four coefficients and the macroscopic parameters
obtained from such a simulation with an average field of 1 x 104 V/cm. There are a number
of noteworthy features even in this simplest inhomogeneous problem.
1. The magnitude of the coefficients in the uniform part of the resistor decreases
monotonically as the order is increased.
2. The electron temperature in the bulk of the resistor is above the lattice temperature as
evinced by the compression of the lines of f,0 at the different energies at the center as
compared to the edges. The magnitude of f0,0 decreases faster at the edges than at the
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Figure 3-13: Mean electron velocity in the bulk for undoped silicon as a function of the electric
field calculated using the spherical harmonic expansion method and a Monte-Carlo method
along with experimental data.
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Figure 3-14: The potential, electric field, normalized electron concentration and the normalized
current for a resistor obtained from the Boltzmann equation solution up to third order.
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Figure 3-15: Zero to third order coefficients as a function of position for different electron
energies (25meV spacing in energy) for the 0.6 m resistor shown in the previous figure.
center as a function of energy which is equivalent to having a lower electron temperature
at the edges than the center.
3. There is a small charge buildup near both the left and right contacts. This occurs because
at the contacts we have assumed that the isotropic part of the distribution (fo,0) is a
Maxwellian at the lattice temperature, whereas in the center of the resistor the electron
gas is at an elevated temperature. Thus, there would be an excess thermal current if the
field were uniform all the way up to the contacts. Hence, to maintain a constant current
the electric field deviates from its value in the bulk to counteract these thermal currents.
4. The current is constant as was predicted in section 3.5, using the discretization methods
described earlier.
3.7.3 Diode
Fig. 3-16 shows the computed spherical harmonics coefficients for an n+nn+ diode as
a function of position at different energy values (separated by 25 meV). The electron
concentration and the current obtained from the calculated distribution function along with
the potential and electric field obtained by the self-consistent solution of Poisson's equation
for the same device are shown Fig. 3-17.
A comparison between the electric field and electron temperature obtained using the
hydrodynamic model [28] and the solution of the Boltzmann equation for this particular
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Figure 3-16: Spherical harmonic coefficients for a 0.6 pm n+nn+ diode with a doping of
2 x 1018 cm- 3 and 1 x 1017cm-3 in the n+ and n regions and a bias of 0.8V.
structure is shown in Fig.3-18 and Fig.3-19. Although the field and temperature obtained using
the two approaches are not identical because the mobility model used in the hydrodynamic
corresponds to slightly different scattering parameters than those used in the Boltzmann solver,
the results are quite comparable.
In Fig.3-20 the distribution functions obtained using different orders of spherical harmonics
are compared at two points along the diode. The impact of including higher orders is
obvious as it tends to produce a more streamed distribution than if only the first two orders
were considered. The electron temperatures obtained in the two cases quite close which
demonstrates the lack of sensitivity to the details of the distribution in this macroscopic
parameter. The coefficients of the distribution as a function of the energy are shown in Fig. 3-
21 at two positions along the diode. Note that the distribution at the peak electric field point
(z = 0.44 im) shows the mixing of two carrier populations: hot carriers from the source and
cold carriers from the drain. This can be adduced from the two slopes that are evident in
the isotropic part of the distribution (fo,o): the larger slope (lower temperature) up to 0.1eV is
due to cold carriers from the drain and the smaller slope (higher temperature) beyond 0.1eV
is due to hot carriers from the source. This example also demonstrates the difficulty any
averaging scheme, such as a moments method, would have in correctly estimating the hot
carrier population. For instance, the average temperature at z = 0.44 tlm is close to the lattice
temperature (as shown in Fig. 3-18) as it is dominated by the cold electrons from the drain
even though there is very substantial number of hot carriers present, as seen in Fig. 3-21.
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a Galerkin method that allows the use of an arbitrary
order spherical harmonic expansion for the solution of the Boltzmann equation. Earlier work
which was restricted to low orders was discussed and then the arbitrary order scheme was
developed. Simulation results, up to third order, based on the Galerkin method for one
dimensional structures were presented. From the simulations results it was demonstrated
that spherical harmonic coefficients beyond the the first can be significant and neglecting them
may not be appropriate in certain cases. Also it was shown that under high and rapidly
varying fields the calculated distribution function can differ significantly from a displaced
Maxwellian or other simple form and therefore any macroscopic method will perform poorly
at estimating the details of the distribution function. This result casts doubts on the ability of
a macroscopic model to accurately predict substrate and gate currents without resorting to an
excessive number of fitting parameters.
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Figure 3-20: Contours of constant distribution function (separated by 3x) over a normalized
kz, ky plane for the device of Fig. 1 up to the first and up to third order harmonic expansions
at z=0.44 /m and z = 0.30 m.
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Chapter 4
Boltzmann Equation Solution-II
4.1 Introduction
The main goal of this chapter is to extend the analysis of the previous chapter to multiple
real space dimensions. It may seem at first glance that this would entail minimal theoretical
development and primarily involve computational issues. Of course computational issues
become more significant as the complexity of the problem increases but some of the underlying
theory needs to be revisited when one attempts to extend the solution of the Boltzmann
equation to two or more real space dimensions. This is necessitated by the fact that in one
dimension the electric field direction can always be chosen as the polar direction from which
the spherical angles are defined. For higher dimensions this requirement can still be met but at
the cost of rotating the coordinate system to keep the polar direction aligned with the changing
electric field direction which itself is not known a priori. Alternately one could use a fixed
coordinate system everywhere for the momentum space expansion, but the consequences of
this choice too need to be explored and understood. We shall therefore in the next section begin
by discussing the relative merits of these two fundamental choices. In section 3, the Boltzmann
equation solution will be reformulated using the rotated coordinate system while section 4
will discuss the numerical implementation issues. Simulation results using this approach will
be presented in section 5 and finally a summary section will recapitulate the findings of this
chapter.
4.2 Coordinate System Choice
Just as in the one-dimensional case, we begin by first expanding the distribution function in
spherical harmonics in momentum space:
f(r, k)= fim(r, k) Ym(O, 0) (4.1)
im
where the Ylm (, q0) are spherical harmonics. One key distinction between the one-dimensional
case and the higher dimensional problem is that in the former the electric field can always be
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Figure 4-1: Rotated coordinate system
chosen to be one of the axes, and in our convention we chose it to be the z-axis. Thus the angle
0 that is used in the spherical harmonics is uniquely determined by this choice. In higher
dimensions the electric field, of course, is not always aligned to any fixed set of coordinate
axes. There is, therefore, no privileged direction to use as the polar direction for the spherical
coordinate system and we can arbitrarily choose any direction to be the fixed pole direction
from which the angles 0 and 0 are measured. The disadvantage of this approach is that
we would not be exploiting the approximate symmetry of the distribution function about the
electric field direction. As the electric field varies from the fixed polar direction, the distribution
function will not have much symmetry about the polar axis and all the harmonic components
would be non-zero and in fact their magnitudes for a given order will be commensurate.
An alternate method is to guarantee that even in two dimensions the polar direction is
always aligned with the electric field, but this can only be achieved at the cost of having a
coordinate system (in k-space) that is rotated at each real space point from a fixed coordinate
system. Thus, in two dimensions, if the electric field is assumed to always lie in the yz plane,
say, then we need to rotate the coordinate axes about the x-axis. Hence at each point in real
space, the z and y axes must be rotated by an angle from some "global" (k, 0, q) coordinate
system to form a "local" coordinate system (k, 0, q) as shown in Fig. 4-1.
The advantage of imposing this requirement is that now we can expect the distribution
function to have some degree of symmetry about the polar direction, which implies that the
magnitude of the spherical harmonics that account for asymmetry will be small (for each order
of expansion). And in fact we would need to do higher order expansions only for the spherical
harmonics aligned with the polar direction as the asymmetric contribution could be neglected.
For example, for expansions up to third order this approach would reduce the number of
unknown coefficients at each real space point from 10 to 5. Clearly the approach using a rotated
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coordinate system would reduce the computational cost compared to a fixed coordinate system
method but the loss in accuracy (as we neglect the small "off-diagonal" harmonics) should be
small if this method is to be useful. One way of estimating the effectiveness of this technique
is to consider a known distribution function whose asymmetry about the z-axis can be varied,
and calculate the spherical harmonic coefficients for such a series of functions. If the function
has perfect symmetry about the z-axis then all "off-diagonal" harmonics which involve sin q0
or cos 0 would be zero, but as the degree of symmetry is reduced, the off-diagonal coefficients
would become significant if the coordinate system is kept fixed.
The results of such an experiment are shown in Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. For simplicity and
some physical realism we chose a displaced Maxwellian as the known distribution function
(as was done in the previous chapter), with the direction of displacement from the z-axis being
varied to generate a family of functions. This was done for two values of the magnitude
of the displacement, a smaller one for Fig. 4-2 and larger one for Fig. 4-3. It is evident
from the figures that for a displacement vector at an angle of 45° from the z-axis essentially
all the harmonics are non-zero, whereas at the lowest angle considered (5 °) the off-diagonal
harmonics are a factor of four or five times smaller than the diagonal entries at each order of
expansion.1 Thus neglecting the off-diagonal entries in those cases should reduce the accuracy
of the calculation only minimally. Therefore, as long as the distribution function has a high
degree of symmetry about the field direction then the rotation of the coordinate system to
align with the field should allow us to neglect the off-diagonal harmonics without incurring a
high penalty in accuracy.
To take advantage of the rotated coordinate system approach we first need to establish a
relationship between the spherical harmonics in the two cases. The relationship between the
local variables, rotated by an angle [, and the global variables, up to first order, can be derived
from elementary geometry and is given by,
cos/ = cos 0 cos - sin 0 sin q sin/
sin 0 sin q = cos 0 sin/ i + sin 0 sin cos 
sin 0 cos X = sin 0 cos 0 (4.2)
which can be written more compactly in matrix form as:
sin cos 0 1 0 0 sin 0 cos
sin 0sin = 0 cos sin I sin 0 sin . (4.3)
cos 0 0 - sin cos cos 0
In the above equation the global harmonics are written as a linear combinations of the local
harmonics, but in fact the converse is more useful. This can be done easily, as the matrix above
1Note that the coefficients of the harmonics Yl,, Y2,1, Y2,-2 in these expansions are always zero because of the
two-dimensional nature of the problem. This will be proven more generally in appendix D.
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Figure 4-2: Coefficients of the spherical harmonics up to second order for a Maxwellian
distribution displaced from the origin along directions 45 °, 10°, and 5° from the origin.
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is invertible:
sin 0 cos [ 1 0 0 sin j cos 
sin 0 sin = 0 cos - sin 1I sin 0 sin . (4.4)
cos 0 sin , cos cos 
Here, the rotated harmonics are written as a linear combination of the "global" harmonics,
which in matrix terms amounts to multiplication by a matrix. If we consider the expansion of
the distribution function in spherical harmonics as a linear combination of the basis functions
(spherical harmonics) then we can write the expansion as an inner product:
Eflm(r, k)Ylm(Oq0) = [ Yo,o YL,-1 Yl,o Yl,1 ... ]
Im
fo,o
fi,-
fi,o
flij
_ yTfiocal. (4-5)
If we wish to write the above expansion in global spherical harmonics, that is in terms of Y0,0,
Y1,-1 etc., then we use the relationship already established between the rotated and unrotated
harmonics:
f = Z fim(r, k)Yim(, q) = YTfiocal (4.6)
Im
1 0 0 0 fo,o
= r _v~  v14 ] 0 cos/A sinI 0 fi,-i
[ , "l,_1 Y1,0 }", o ] 0 -sinp cos/I 0 fio
0 0 0 1 fl,i
R flocal.
Note that the rotation matrix, R, reduces to an identity matrix when = 0, i.e. when there
is no rotation, which is of course a necessary condition. It can also be shown that this can be
done for higher order harmonics, though the rotation matrix is more complex.
4.3 Formulation Using A Rotated Coordinate System
The approach we will follow for the solution of the two-dimensional problem is summarized
below:
1. Expand the distribution function in local coordinates.
2. Write the drift, diffusion and the scattering terms of the BTE in local coordinates.
3. Convert to global coordinates by multiplying by the rotation matrix.
4. Discretize in space and energy.
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5. Multiply by conjugate harmonics and integrate over a unit sphere in k-space to form the
coefficient matrix equation.
6. Solve the matrix problem to obtain the coefficients at all points in real space.
This approach only differs in Step 3 from that followed in the one-dimensional problem. In
the following sections we will expand upon the above steps for each of the drift, diffusion and
scattering terms in the BTE.
4.3.1 The Diffusion Term
The diffusion term of the Boltzmann equation is
v(k) ·Vrf(r, k),
which after substituting the spherical harmonic expansion in local coordinates becomes
v(k)- Vr E fim(r, k)YIm(0, 0;q; I) = v(k) . Vr(YTf).
Im
If we assume spherical bands then v(k) is in the radial k direction and its projection onto the
z-axis is v(k) cos 0 and onto the y-axis is v(k) sin 0 sin 0. Hence, without any rotation of the
coordinate system, the diffusion term would be
1v(k) (yTOf cos 0 + YTaf sin 0 sin q)
assuming no variation in the x-direction.
To generate the coefficient matrix we multiply this term by the orthogonal complement of
the spherical harmonics and integrate over the unit sphere in k-space:
v(k) JdQ y* (YTaf cos + YTafsin sin4) (4.7)
= v(k)JdQ y*yTcosO af + v(k) dQ y*yT sin 0 sin 0of
.
Note that y*yT is an n x n matrix where n is the order of the spherical harmonic expansion.
The first few terms of the coefficient matrix are shown below:
fdQ Yo0oYo,o cos 0 fdQ Yo*oY,o cos 0 ...
fdQ Y*,o0 Y0 ,0 cos 0 fdQ Y1*o0Yl,o cos 0 ...
The above expansion would be correct if there were no rotations, but in fact we need to
convert the local spherical harmonics into global harmonics before we do the dot product with
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the velocity. As described in the previous section this is just equivalent to a multiplication by
the rotation matrix. Thus, the expansion in global coordinates is:
v(k) (YTO ( R f ) cos 0 + Y T ( f ) sin0 sin) .
The coefficient matrix can be generated by multiplication by orthogonal harmonics and
integration over the unit sphere in k-space:
v(k) (dQ *V T cos O) (af) + v(k) (dQ V*VT sin 0 sin 0) O(Rf) (4.8)
0z Oy
It should be remembered that the rotation matrix, R, in the above expression is a function of
real space and in taking spatial derivatives we should be cognizant of this fact.
Finally the derivatives in space and energy must be discretized to generate a matrix problem
for the coefficients in space and energy for any desired order. The discretized version of the
diffusion term is:
v(E) [1 9zg(Ri+l fi R+lif) + 1 g (RiJ+lfij +l - Rifi)]
where the script variables represent matrices (defined below) which form the non-zero blocks
in the sparse coefficient matrix and i and j are the indices for the discretized z and y variables.
9 = JdQ Y*YTcosO (4.9)
= fdQ Y* ?YTsin 0 sin (4.10)
In the above discretization we approximated the spatial derivatives for the product Rf rather
than expand it out because the former approach assures current conservation whereas the
discretization of the expanded terms would entail some error in current conservation.
4.3.2 The Drift Term
The drift term after expansion in local spherical harmonics is
q£
Vk X fm(r,k) Ylm, (0,; I ),
Im
which can be written in the more compact vector notation after expanding in global harmonics
as
. Vk(Y T f) = . Vi(Y T Rf).
The gradient in momentum space can be written explicitly in spherical coordinates:
a T (VrRf) ik + (VTRf) i0 + 1 (YTRf i, (4.11)Ok kO0 sinG 0O
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and taking the dot product of the gradient with the electric field yields:
[coso (YT Rf) - sin 0 Rf) (4.12)
qSy [. T 1 (yTf 1 0(T+ y sin sinq$- (yTRf) + cos0sin - YRf) + cos ksin- ( Y TR f )
where we have taken off our hats as a courtesy to the reader. The last step in the derivation
of the coefficient matrix is to multiply by the conjugate harmonics and integrate over the unit
sphere. For the sake of brevity the detailed steps will be shown only for the terms multiplied
by £z.
If we now make a change of variable from the magnitude of the k vector to energy by using
10OEthe relation, v(k) = " -9, as was done in the one-dimensional case, we obtain:
V(E~qg yT R O af (z, E) 1 (ayT Rsn 1
v(E)q [(YTRcos2) E Rsin) f.
To generate the coefficient matrix, we multiply the above expression by the conjugate
harmonics and integrate over the unit sphere in k-space:
v(E)q8 [(JdQ Y*YTRcos9) afE - (JdQY* a R si) f].
OE 2E . Y0- - s n f '
Upon discretization this can be written as:
v(E)q£z [ GR(fl1+l - f) - -lzRf]
where is the index for the discretized energy variable, GI and 7- are defined below:
G = JdQy*yT COS 0 (4.13)
'Hz = JdQY*aa sin . (4.14)
Finally, it should be remembered that the z component of the electric field £z depends on the
angle of rotation through: £z = cos i. For the y term we get:
1~~~~ y
v(E)q£y [ G R(f +1 - fi) -l -yRf
where Gy and '7-y are defined below:
= JdQ YYTsin 0 sin (4.15)
'HY = - csasny+JdT ayT 1
E = - Y qin -c s sin + dQ y* cos). (4.16)0ab sin 0cob
Although there is a sin 0 in the denominator in the expression for 7-Y, that should not be a
source of concern becuase it is automatically removed when multiplied by dQ = sin OdOd.
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4.3.3 The Complete Equation
Thus the complete left hand side of the Boltzmann equation using the compact notation
introduced in the previous section is:
v(E) [Gz -1 i1 Rzf + G (Rj+lfj+l Rf ) (4.17)
- (~~ ~ f_ (JRJ.lf)+ 
- qEz R E I - (E
- z( E a 2E E -
- y G(R (f+ f1) 1yRf ) = (Rf)
4.3.4 The Scattering Term
We will consider acoustic and optical phonon and ionized impurity scattering; and for all
three cases assume a single spherical band for simplicity, as was done in the one-dimensional
case. Because the formulation of the scattering term is essentially independent of the spatial
variation, the results obtained in two real space dimensions are almost the same as in one
dimension with one exception which arises because of our use of a rotated coordinate system.
As has been demonstrated in the case of the drift and diffusion terms, in each case we need to
multiply the distribution function by the rotation matrix and this also holds true in the case of
the scattering operator. Thus we shall simply state the final result for each type of scattering
for an expansion to first order without an elaborate derivation. The generalization to higher
orders is obvious from the form of the scattering matrices.
Acoustic Phonon Scattering
After including the effect of rotation, the acoustic phonon scattering term is
Cacg(E)YT Sac R f
where Sac is given by:
0 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0
0 0-1 0 (4.18)0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1
To generate the coefficient matrix by we multiply by the conjugate harmonics and integrate
over the unit sphere in k-space:
fdQ y*yTSacRf.
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Optical Phonon Scattering
The scattering term for optical phonons after including the effects of rotation is
yT C [-(Nopg+ + N+ g- ) SopRf k + Nopg-SpRf k- + N+g+ SRf k+l]
where Sop, SOP and S+p are coupling matrices given below:
1000 1000 1000
0100000001o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0S 0 1 0 o p- 0 0 0  0 00
0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
The coefficient matrix can then be generated directly.
Ionized Impurity Scattering
The scattering term for ionized impurity scattering is:
JdQ y*yT SBH Rf
where SBH is the net scattering matrix for the Brooks-Herring model, as shown below, up to
first order
0 0 0 0
0 -sBH 0 0 0
SBH = 0 0 sBH - sBH0 0(419)
0 0 0 -sBHo
and the expansion coefficients, sBH0 , sBH1 ... are given in Appendix C.
4.4 Numerics
4.4.1 Symmetry of the Two Dimensional Problem
In one real space dimension we argued that because of symmetry of the distribution function
around the electric field direction the distribution could be represented without using the 0
dependent harmonics. In other words only the so called Legendre polynomials Y0,0, Y1,0, Y2,0 ...
were needed. In two space dimensions this condition does not hold; but even now there is
symmetry as the distribution function has no variation in the k direction, when the electric
field lies in the yz plane. This implies that the distribution function will have symmetry about
the k = 0 plane. Due to this symmetry only half of the spherical harmonic coefficients are
non-zero, more specifically all coefficients of harmonics of the form cos mO where m is odd are
zero and all coefficients of harmonics of the form sin mb where m is even are zero. This result
is proven in Appendix D.
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4.4.2 Boundary conditions
In section 3 of this chapter we developed a method to generate a matrix for the coefficients
of the spherical harmonic expansion of the Boltzmann equation using a rotated momentum
space coordinate system. One aspect of the problem which was not discussed is the nature
of the boundary conditions that must be imposed to obtain a physically reasonable solution.
To help do this we begin by writing explicitly the expansion to first order under a rotated
formulation:
O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f" l Jy q____ 0afly +~y + q + fiy f= (4.20)
ay az aL-OE- Z L- aE E v(E) At 
afo,o- qE fo - fl,y (421
ay aE v(E)T(E) fly (4.21)
Ofoo - foo _
alO z aOE - v(E)T(E)flz (4.22)
where the r(E) is the scattering rate which includes both acoustic and optical phonon
scattering; the scattering rate in the first equation cannot be written simply as a function
of the local energy as it couples higher and lower energies as was discussed in the one-
dimensional case. The expressions fl,z and fl,y are composite spherical harmonics coefficients
arising because of the rotation and are defined by:
flz = cos/if1 ,o - sin/fl,-1 (4.23)
fl,y = sin lfl,0 + cos/fl,-1 (4.24)
A number of observations can be made about the system of equations (4.20)-(4.24). The
first observation is that if = 0 the system becomes completely symmetric in fi,-1 and fi,o
the spherical harmonics corresponding to variation in the y and z axis. Second, the current
in the y and z direction is given by the integral over energy of the right hand sides of (4.21)
and (4.22) respectively. This also means that the zeroth order equation, (4.20), is the current
conservation equation similar to the case in one-dimension.
In general for a first order partial differential equation system in three variables and two
dimensions we would need to specify the values of all three unknown functions at two of the
boundaries as illustrated in Fig. 4-4(a). If we specify one of the functions, say, f0,0 at each of
the two boundaries in z and y then we need to specify only one of the other functions at that
boundary as shown in Fig. 4-4(b). For our particular set of PDE's this condition is relaxed
even more because when f0,0 is specified all along the the left boundary, say, then its derivative
in y is also known along that boundary and therefore the left hand side of (4.21) is known
completely which just gives an algebraic equation for fl,-1 and f1,0, which is equivalent to
the other boundary condition that needed to be specified there. Thus specifiying f,0 at both
the z boundaries is a sufficient boundary condition for the left and right edges. A similar
argument holds for the boundary conditions at the top and bottom boundaries. Hence, if we
specify f,0 at all four boundaries we should be able to solve the above system of equations.
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Figure 4-4: Boundary conditions for the two-dimensional solution.
Note that the number of boundary conditions imposed by this argument is two less than the
number mentioned earlier and this reduction arises from the special structure of the equations
in our system: there is only one spatial derivative in each of (4.21) and (4.22). Physically this
reduction arises because the current flow in each direction is dependent on the field and the
derivative of the spherical harmonic coefficient in that direction only.
This new set of boundary conditions is almost where we want to be but not quite, because
it still requires the specification of the isotropic part of the distribution function f0,0,o at all
four boundaries. This is approximately equivalent to requiring Ohmic contacts on all sides,
which is not always the physical situation. To be able to simulate insulating and reflecting
boundary conditions, we need a way of specifying zero normal current boundary conditions.
Fortunately this too can be done in a fairly straightforward manner by utilizing the fact that
the integral of the right hand side of (4.21) and (4.22) is the current in the y and z directions
respectively. Thus instead of specifiying fo,o at the boundary for all energy, we can specify
the integrand of the current to be zero and let f0,0 be an unknown to be solved for. This
will of course ensure that the normal current is zero and still provide the requisite number
of boundary conditions. Finally it should be mentioned that the boundary conditions in the
energy direction are the same as in the one-dimensional case i.e. beyond some maximum
energy all coefficients are assumed to be zero and the odd harmonic coefficients are assumed
to be zero at the origin in energy.
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Figure 4-5: Current flow and equipotentials in a resistive structure which has contacts at the
bottom right and top left sides.
An example of the implementation of this boundary condition approach is shown in Fig.
4-5, for a purely resistive structure in which the right and left sides are half contact and half
insulator. Thus the current must either be normal or tangential to the boundaries and this
condition is clearly met using this discretization as shown in Fig. 4-6.
4.4.3 Self-consistent solution with Poisson's equation
In principle we can obtain a self-consistent solution to the Boltzmann equation by solving both
the Boltzmann and Poisson equations simultaneously as was done in the one dimensional
case. But in two dimensions we adopt a different strategy: we use an iterative method that
alternatingly solves the Boltzmann equation and Poisson's equation and uses the solution of
one as an input to the other. The reason for this choice was due to the complexity of calculating
the Jacobian matrix that is needed in the coupled solution of the non-linear Boltzmann/Poisson
system. The Jacobian is significantly harder to calculate in two dimensions than in one
dimension because the electric field and thus the rotation matrices are functions of the potential
and need to be correctly treated whereas in one dimension this issue did not arise.
Formally the discretized Boltzmann equation can be written as:
3(f[i~l, /i j ) = 0 (4.25)
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and the discretized Poisson's equation as:
p'(ni, ii j) = 0 (4.26)
where ni J is the electron concentration calculated by integrating the distribution function
over energy or performing the discrete approximation to the integral for the discretized
distribution function, n i' = Z 1 fiol tA E. Thus the iteration proceeds by first guessing the
potential everywhere and then solving the Boltzmann equation (4.25) to obtain the distribution
function which is then used to calculate the electron concentration, which in turn is used to
solve the Poisson equation (4.26). The last step of the iteration is to use the potential calculated
from Poisson's equation as the new corrected value of the potential to be used in the solution
of the Boltzmann equation. One important detail that must be mentioned here is that the
iteration (or relaxation) only converges when we solve the non-linear Poisson equation
V2 = q (p + nce/Vth + ND - NA) (4.27)
ESi
which is the equation obtained by assuming no current flow, where nc = n exp[-b°/Vth] and
Vth is the thermal voltage and , 0 is the initial guess of the potential. The above equation yields
the correct potential in equilibrium when there exists non-uniform doping in the device. An
example of the iteration process is shown in Fig. 4-7, where a bias is applied on the right
contact and the solution converges to the correct answer in about ten iterations.
It is of course possible to use a drift-diffusion or hydrodynamic simulation to get the
approximate potential solution and use that as the initial guess and then use the non-
linear Poisson's equation to refine the solution. This would reduce somewhat the number
of relaxation iterations needed. Finally, it should be mentioned that the above relaxation
procedure may fail to converge in some cases, specially under high current conditions, as is
the case when a relaxation method is used for the solution of the drift-diffusion and Poisson's
equation [53].
4.4.4 Solution of the Matrix Equation
When solving the Boltzmann equation in one real space dimension we used a direct sparse
matrix solution method to solve for the coefficients. This method is viable in the one-
dimensional case where the problem is equivalent to a two-dimensional problem in space
and energy and the number of unknowns is usually less than 10,000 for typical problems (for
example assume 50 real space points and 50 energy space points and a third order solution:
10,000 = 50 x 50 x 4). In two real space dimensions the number of unknowns is higher by
an order of magnitude. Also the bandwidth of the sparse matrix is larger now by an order
of magnitude, which also tends to slow down the sparse solver more than what would be
expected from an increase in problem size alone. Hence, we chose to explore alternatives to
the direct solver and the most attractive approaches are conjugate gradient methods such as
GMRES, CGS, BiCG etc. [54] [55]. Rather than discuss the theoretical justifications of these
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Figure 4-7: The normalized potential (top) and electron concentration (bottom) across the
channel region of a two-dimensional device after each Gummel iteration.
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techniques or their relative merits which are extensively discussed in the numerical analysis
literature. Our approach will be purely empirical and treat the iterative solver as a black box
which provides a fast matrix solution [56].
Obviously the one topic where we do have to wet our feet in numerical analysis is
in obtaining an effective pre-conditioner for whichever iterative solver we use. The pre-
conditioner which is an approximation to the inverse of the matrix but is much cheaper to
factor is an input to the iterative solvers and is used by them to improve the convergence rate.
Otherwise the iteration is only guaranteed to terminate in N iterations (for GMRES) where N
is the order of the sparse matrix. If we order the coefficient matrix such that the lowest index
corresponds to discretization in energy, the next index is discretization in z and the last in y
then the coefficient matrix can be considered to be a banded matrix of blocks of coefficients as
shown in Fig. 4-8. Each block represents the the coupling in energy of all the coefficients at
a given point in space. The first band are the block coefficients of the neighboring points in
z and the outer band are the blocks of the neighbors in y. We use the block diagonals as our
choice for the pre-conditioner because they are relatively easy to factor and the block diagonal
matrix would in fact give the correct solution if there was no current flow, that is if there was
no coupling in space. The size of each block is the number of unknowns in energy times the
number of coefficients so it is quite moderate and can be factored very efficiently.
Using this pre-conditioner we obtained fairly good convergence with both CGS and
GMRES. Both methods converged in about 150 iterations (to a tolerance of 1.0 x 10-7). As is
known in the literature [57], CGS tends to be more efficient computationally but has erratic
convergence. This was also our experience, as CGS would occasionally not converge at all.
For fairly moderate sized problems of approximately 20,000 unknowns CGS would converge
in a about three minutes on a SPARCStation-10, whereas a direct solve takes about three times
as long.
4.5 Simulation results in two dimensions
4.5.1 Uniform Doping
Here we present results obtained using the rotated coordinate system approach discussed in
this chapter. The first question that must be addressed is whether this technique works at all.
A simple test is to see the effect of the rotation on a simple resistive structure, which is shown
in Fig. 4-10. If we plot the coefficients as a function of real space for this problem (see Fig. 4-9)
the effectiveness of the rotation method can be seen. Notice that the fl,_1 coefficient is zero
almost everywhere while that is not the case with f0,0. This is true despite the fact that there is
substantial current flow in both directions as shown in Fig. 4-10. The angle of rotation IL can
be seen from Fig. 4-11. The higher order coefficients up to third order when only the diagonal
coefficient that is f2,0 and f3,0 are retained are shown in Fig. 4-12. The rotation matrix for this
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Figure 4-8: (a) The block structure of the coefficient matrix for the two dimensional real space
problem. n is the number of mesh lines in the discretization in the z and m is the number
of mesh lines in the discretization in the y dimension. (b) The pre-conditioner obtained by
inverting only the diagonal blocks.
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third order system is given below:
1 0 0 0 
O c s 0 0
0 -s c 0 0
0 0 0 C2 - 2 0
0 0 30 - CS2
where c = cos IL and s = sin / and the vector of spherical harmonics is:
[YO,0 Y1,0 Y1 ,-1 Y2,0 Y3,0].
4.5.2 Inhomogeneous Doping
For the next simulation we used a structure which has a doping profile which mimics some
of the features of a channel of a MOSFET. The doping profile, electron concentration and the
potential and field for this structure are shown in Fig. 4-13. Fig. 4-14 shows the current and
the equipotentials for the above structure. The isotropic part of the distribution function for
the above simulation is shown in Fig. 4-15 for a number of different energies. Note that the
distribution function has a heated region near the drain which has a much higher population
of carriers at elevated energies than in the rest of the device.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we extended the Galerkin method approach to the solution of the Boltzmann
equation in two real space dimensions using a spherical harmonic expansion in momentum
space. The key theoretical results are, first, the use of a rotated momentum space coordinate
frame so as to "diagonalize" the problem and reduce the number of spherical harmonics that
must be simulated to a given level of accuracy. Second, the implementation of physically
reasonable boundary conditions for the rotated coordinate problem. Third, the use of a
discretization that maintains current conservation and stability. Using the above results we
demonstrated the effectiveness of the rotated coordinate frame approach and the correctness
of the implementation for structures with both uniform and non-uniform doping profiles. To
obtain an efficient solution to the large matrix problem that results in two dimensions we used
an iterative approach with a choice of pre-conditioner that improves the convergence of the
iteration. This results was then used in a Gummel type scheme to obtain a self-consistent
solution with Poisson's equation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
The work described in this dissertation is an assay or attempt to solve the problem of
determining the distribution of hot carriers in semiconductor devices. This knowledge is
useful because it is an essential input in determining the reliability of highly scaled devices,
but it is also becoming central to the problem of determining even the macroscopic properties,
as the mean carrier energy becomes significantly larger than the thermal energy. In other words
most carriers will be hot carriers in these devices when compared with the lattice temperature.
Thus the ability to obtain the distribution function of the carriers efficiently and with sufficient
accuracy will become an even more important task than it is today.
We use the semiclassical model as a description of the behavior of charge carriers in
semiconductors. This description which leads to the Boltzmann equation is essentially classical
because the electrons are treated as classical particles whose position and momentum can
be defined simultaneously, except for the use of a quantum-mechanical band structure and
scattering rates.
In this thesis two quite different approaches were used to solve the Boltzmann equation
to obtain the distribution function. In the first approach the distribution function was not
explicitly calculated from the Boltzmann equation rather the moments of the distribution
function were computed by generating a set of moment balance equations from the Boltzmann
equation. These moment balance equations are physically equivalent to the equations for
conservation of particle number, momentum and energy. From these averages over the
distribution function, estimates of the hot carriers population can be obtained. We used a
method that assumes an explicit analytic form for the distribution function which is more
appropriate under high field conditions than the more commonly used guess of a Maxwellian
or a displaced Maxwellian distribution. This distribution function has a cubic dependence on
energy in the exponent. Using this "ansatz" for the distribution we calculated the number of
hot carriers (electrons for the NMOS case) and from that the substrate current by integrating
the distribution above a threshold energy which represents the energy required for impact
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ionization. Although the substrate current obtained using this approach was fairly accurate
when compared with the experimental data for a range of biases and channel lengths, it had
a large error when the transistor was biased near threshold at a high drain voltage. This bias
condition produces the highest fields near the drain of the transistor as it corresponds to deep
saturation. As this electric field is large and rapidly changing near the drain we believe that
the error in the simulated substrate current and the underlying hot carrier population arises
from the use of an average energy or temperature in the distribution. Also the cubic energy
dependence may not be accurate in this field range. The way to avoid these errors therefore is
to explicitly calculate the distribution function rather than ensemble averages over it.
As the carrier distribution is a function of a five dimensional phase space in two real space
dimensions, a method which uses a direct discretization of phase space would be prohibitively
expensive computationally. Thus the most common way to solve the Boltzmann equation to
obtain the distribution function is to use a Monte-Carlo method. In the work presented here we
used a less well-established but potentially more efficient method which is based on the idea
of using a basis function expansion to describe the distribution function in momentum space
while treating the real space variation using a conventional finite difference discretization.
As the distribution function has some degree of spherical symmetry, a natural choice for the
basis functions for the momentum space is the set of spherical harmonic functions. Although
this approach has been used in the past, the major contribution of the work presented here is
to extend this approach by using a Galerkin method which allows the use of arbitrary order
expansions in both one and two real space dimensions. Results in earlier work had been
restricted to only the first order expansion. The significance of the ability to do higher order
expansions arises from the fact that under high and rapidly changing fields the distribution
function can be quite anisotropic and only with the use of higher orders can it be accurately
represented by the spherical harmonic functions in momentum space. In two real space
dimensions we also formulated and implemented a rotated coordinate approach in which the
polar direction for the spherical harmonics is aligned with the electric field at every real space
point. In the rotated formulation the two dimensional problem has almost the same symmetry
as the one-dimensional problem and therefore the magnitude of the off-diagonal harmonics
(those that depend on the coordinate) is small and they can be neglected. This of course
reduces the computational cost by a factor of two or three as compared to the case where a
fixed polar direction is used. The issues pertaining to current conservation and boundary
conditions in the two-dimensional case were also addressed in this work.
Because we used a simplified parabolic band model in the spherical harmonic expansion
approach we did not directly compare the substrate current obtained using this method
with experimental data, although comparisons were done with the hydrodynamic model
in one-dimension. Other researchers have used advanced band structures and more realistic
scattering mechanisms with a low order spherical harmonic expansion [58]. Thus the work
presented here can easily utilize those results and in effect the two approaches complement
each other.
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5.2 Future Work
To make the spherical harmonic expansion approach to the solution of the Boltzmann equation
a real competitor with the Monte-Carlo method, further work must be done in a number of
different areas. These areas may be divided into issues that relate to numerical efficiency and
those that relate to physics.
Perhaps the most important numerical enhancement that needs to be made to the spherical
harmonic approach is the use of a higher order discretization scheme. The two-point
discretization method used in this thesis requires the use of a large number of mesh lines in
energy and space. The problem is most severe when a large doping gradient is encountered,
in which case a fine mesh spacing must be used to maintain an accurate approximation to the
electron concentration which may vary many orders of magnitude over a distance of only a
few hundred angstroms. Ideally, an exponentially fitted discretization such as the Scharfetter-
Gummel method that is used in the drift-diffusion and hydrodynamic models could be used
here also. The main difficulty with using such a method here is that it has to be applied to
a vector of unknowns, the spherical harmonic coefficients, rather than just to a scalar, the
electron concentration. An alternate to the Scharfetter-Gummel discretization would be the
reformulation of the Boltzmann equation using the logarithm of the distribution function,
which is roughly equivalent to the use of quasi-Fermi levels instead of the electron and hole
concentrations in the drift-diffusion equations and would also lead to the compression of the
dynamic range of the variable used [53]. Our early attempts at using this approach were
unfortunately not successful, because the use of a logarithm renders the scattering term non-
linear in the new variables and leads to numerical instability when the discretized non-linear
problem is solved, nevertheless it is likely that there are other numerical techniques that would
ameliorate this difficulty.
Another way of improving the efficiency of the solution would be to use a better
preconditioner for the iterative solvers. Although the block diagonal preconditioner works
reasonably well, perhaps including some part of the spatial variation could further improve
the convergence rate. Also the use of a full Newton iteration rather than a relaxation may
require fewer iteration steps especially at higher biases.
Including more sophisticated physical models would obviously make the simulation
results more accurate and reliable. Although we used a single parabolic band, it is quite
straightforward to use a non-parabolic model. The only change in the formulation would
be in the value of the electron velocity as a function of energy and the scattering integrals in
k-space. For any spherically symmetric band we could just use a table lookup to determine
the electron velocity and the density of states for the integrals in k-space. A more elaborate
modification would be to include higher order energy bands. This has been demonstrated
for the first order solution in the work of other research groups [47]. Basically in this case a
number of separate Boltzmann problems are solved for each band and the coupling between
them occurs only at the band edges in energy.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Hydrodynamic
Model
We shall here provide a detailed derivation of the hydrodynamic model starting from the
steady state Boltzmann equationl:
u. Vf-q* Vuf= (tf) (A.1)
which is the same as 2.1 except for a change of.variables to velocity space, u rather than k-space
for convenience.
We begin by defining the average quantities, electron density n; momentum density P; and
energy density W; as follows,
n = Jf d3u (A.2)
P = m J uf d3u
W = 2 u.ufd3u
Similarly we define the average flow quantities, electron flux density ; momentum flux
density P; and energy flux density S as follows:
ni = uif d3u (A.3)
Pij = m*f uiujf d3u
Si = 2 ui(u.-u)f d3u
Note that the flow quantities are in general tensors; electron and energy flow are first order
tensors (vectors) whereas momentum flow is a second order tensor.
1This section uses the notation of an unpublished report by M. Reichelt.
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Armed with these definitions and the following integral properties, we begin by taking
moments of the BTE and generate conservation laws for electron number, momentum and
energy.
J d3u = 0 (A.4)
auif J ujf d3 u = (A.5)9ui
Of 2
UjUj- - d3u = Pjij (A.6)Oui m*
The above integral relations require the assumption that the distribution function, f, decays to
zero faster than a second order polynomial at infinite velocity which is physically justifiable.
We shall also be interchanging integrals and derivatives rather cavalierly in the following
sections under the assumption that the distribution function is well behaved.
A.1 Zeroth Moment
To compute the first conservation law we multiply the BTE by unity and integrate each term
over velocity space. The first term therefore becomes:
= E z VJ(Jui d3u)
= Vx/ufd3u
= Vx fi
For the second term we write out the scalar product explicitly to yield:
q £. V = q ESOf
m* u M * . Ou (A.8)
Then upon integrating over velocity space we get:
J mf[ii d3u] = q [i Of d3u] =0 (A.9)
where we have used the relation A.4. Finally the right hand side or the scattering term yields:
/t Of :_-lin\'fK d3u= On) (A.10)
Thus the equation for the zeroth moment is
V ' =n (A.11)
which of course is just the current conservation equation if we remember the definition of
fi = P as the electron flux.
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A.2 First Moment
To obtain the equations for the first moment we need to multiply the BTE by u and integrate
over velocity space. As u is a vector we shall first do this for the jth component of the velocity
and then generalize to the vector case.
For the first term of the BTE we get:
Uj uA Ui af d3 = E |ujujf
I 2i axi i f -1 -i Of
For the second term we obtain:
m* u [i af] d3u
z u
(A.12)
d3U=i X m* 
(A.13)
m* [ujif d3u] [i aui
q
-m£ Of d3uM* . f ui
q
= -q* jn
m*
where we have used the relation A.5 in the last step. The scattering term yields:
uj '(a d3 = a( ufd3U j d3u
The complete first moment equation (after multiplying by m*) is:
(VxP)j + qn£j = (atP
A.3 Second Moment
We now multiply each term of the BTE by u = -y. For the first term we obtain:
(A.14)
(A.15)
(A.16)= [J u Ui d3u]
=E [1 i (u2iu2f d3u)]
2 1 a 
m a= l* E -Si
__1
m * V S
For the second term we get:
q u 2 af
m* ¥ 2 cau 2m* [i u2 d3u]
- m 2 Z £iPii
-- m,
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(A.17)
U2 af
_E i d3Uf 2 . axi2
where we have used A.6 at the second step in the derivation. For the scattering term we get:
2 ( d3U=at (l U2f 3U = 1 aW\d -- d - ~~~~~~~~(A.18)
2 tC at 2 C*a C
Putting all three terms together (and after multiplication by m*) we obtain the equation for
the second moment:
v Sm* a (A.19)
A.4 Simplification
Summarizing the results of the previous sections, we can write the first three moment equations
as:
X. P = (van) (A.20)
(VxP)j + n£j = at (A.21)
- (01% '~~~~~ (A.21)
-* at 
%.s__qc~p= (Ž1K)
V.S+ q *SmP = *9W (A.22)
We shall next write the above equations in the more convenient and intuitive macroscopic
variables, electron concentration n, electron mean velocity v, and the electron temperature T,
which are defined below. The electron concentration has already been defined in A.2. The
mean velocity is given by
v f d3 u _ m- (A.23)f d 3U n
Before we can define the electron temperature, we need to define a variable y, which denotes
the variation of the actual electron velocity from the mean:
7 = u - . (A.24)
The random velocity from the mean, 7 has the important property that
J if d3u= Jf (ui-vi)f d3 = fuif d3u-v, f d3u = nvi -vin = O (A.25)
Using the random velocity we define the temperature:
nkBTij = m* J rliqj d3u. (A.26)
Similarly we define a heat flow density Q as:
Qi = 2 iR f d3u (A.27)
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A.4.1 Zeroth Moment Equation
In terms of the above macroscopic variables, we have for the zeroth order equation:
V.,(nv) = () (A.28)
A.4.2 First Moment Equation
We must first write the momentum density, P, in terms of the mean velocity v, which follows
almost directly from the definition of the mean velocity:
P = m*nv.
The momentum flow density must also be rewritten:
ij = m* J uiujf d3 u = m* J(vi + rli)(vj + rj)f d3 u = m*nvivj + nkBTij
(A.29)
(A.30)
where we have used the property A.25. Using the above expression for momentum flow
density we can express the divergence of the flow density as follows:
(VIP) = E [a PiA]
= E [a (m*nvivj + nkBTij)]
= m [v ai ni)+ i  * E v1x ( vi) + EDx i9
i axi i axi
(nvj) + 
i
a (nkBtii)]
= m*vjVx(nv) + m*nv. Vx(vj) + Vx(nkBTij).
Putting the pieces together for the first moment equation we can write:
m*vjVx(nv) + m*nv. Vx(vj) + (VxnkBTij) + q nj = \aTcajt)C
A.4.3 Second Moment Equation
As usual we rewrite the energy flow density in terms of the macroscopic variables:
Si = 2 uiu2f d3u
= m* J(i+i)(v2 2v 2)f d3u
- 2 (Vi +mq)(V + 2v . 77+ 77) f du
m* (
= -vi v22 ' J f d3u + 1 72 f d3u) · ?*iqlf d3u) + 2 |Ji2f d3 u2*/
= wnvi + (nkBTv)i + Qi
where the electron energy is given by
1 *2
w = -m*v
2
+ 1Tr(k)+ -Tr(kBi).2
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(A.31)
(A.32)
(A.33)
(A.34)
Thus the conservation equation for the second moment is:
V: ' (wnv + (nkBTv) + Q) + qnv = ( a (A.35)
or more compactly:
Vx S + qnv . = (a ) (A.36)
where S = (wnv + (nkBTv) + Q)
A.4.4 Closure and thermal conductivity
The problem with the above set, specially the energy equation, is that it requires knowledge
of the next higher moment i.e. the third moment. This is evident in the definition of
Q = m f irl2f d3 u. This is a problem in general with moment methods- each conservation
law involves moments lower and higher than the one for which the equation is being written.
The lower moments cause no problems as they will be solved as well but obviously if the
moment equations are truncated at some level the higher moments are unavailable. Thus, in
the jargon, closure needs to be achieved. Two possible solutions suggest themselves: one is
to just leave out the higher moment under the presumption that it is negligible. The other
is to rely on some physical intuition or knowledge to estimate the highest moment. For the
hydrodynamic equations both approaches have been used, but perhaps the more plausible is
to use the physical argument that the heat flow is related to the temperature gradient and thus
assume that
Q = -nVT (A.37)
while at the same time assuming that the temperature is a scalar. In the above equation 
is the thermal conductivity which is proportional to the electron concentration. Expressions
for it can be calculated depending on what scattering mechanisms are dominant. With these
assumptions the energy flux is
S = -VT + wnv + nkBTv (A.38)
where w = m*v2 + 23kBT.
The only other simplification needed to put the above equations in the standard form is
to invoke a relaxation time approximation to account for the scattering terms which were left
undefined. This assumption allows us to write the scattering terms in terms of two parameters:
the momentum relaxation time Tn and the energy relaxation time r,:
I Ov \ v
( lit -)c rn(A.39)
at ) Tn(0 ¢ W - WO (A.40)
at TW
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Any change in electron concentration itself is, of course, due to net generation, therefore:
( nat ) c
With some manipulations we can now put the equations in their standard form:
V.J
j-(J*V) J£
q n
Vx S - J C
= qU
= qn£ + qnV (kBT + qDnVn
= Uw-~\Oq
- -Uwn -n~
where we have used the following definition for the electron mobility
qTrn
IL =
and the generalized Einstein relation:
D kBT
iA q
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(A.41)
(A.42)
(A.43)
(A.44)
(A.45)
(A.46)
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Appendix B
Parameters used in the Hydrodynamic
Model
The expression for electron mobility which includes the effects of the scattering of the electrons
by the lattice and ionized impurities is [53]:
57 ~ To - 2 ' 3 3
1252 300~(I 88 ) 1 + 15 (B.1)
300 N ~(T0 - 0' 5 71.432xl07 300
where N is the total doping concentration in cm -3 , and To is the lattice temperature.
The effects of surface scattering are included by using an expression that depends on both
the distance from the surface and the lateral electric field [59]
ILLIS - LILISmin + (ILI - ILLISmin) (1 ) (B.2)
1-+ f (ER-E)LISexpAXIS =~~ f (EREF)
where f is given by
2.0e- 1 x 102d2
f 1.0 + e- 2x1o' d2 (B.3)
where d is the distance from the silicon-oxide interface in cm. and Et is the transverse
electric field in V/cm. The constants in the above expression are AlLISmin = 638 cm 2 /(Vs);
EREF = 5.0 x 105 V/cm; LISexp = 1.30.
The distance function, f, has a value of one at the surface and its value approaches zero
deeper in the bulk. Consequently, near the surface the mobility is dominated by surface effects
whereas deeper into the bulk, the surface effects become negligible.
To include the high field effects in the drift-diffusion simulations we used the electric field
dependence given by equation 4.1-56 in [53]:
2 1tLISPLISE = 2 LIS (B.4)
+ 1+ (2LISE )sa
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Appendix C
Spherical Harmonic Coefficients for
Ionized Impurity Scattering
The Brooks-Herring model for scattering due to ionized impurities can be written as:
CBH
[1 + a(1 - cos 0)12 6[E(k) - E(k')]
where CBH is the scattering rate, a = 2 2 depends on the magnitude of the k vector and the
Debye length 3. We shall below give the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients for the
above expression up to third order after normalizing by CBH.
1 + 2a
- 1 log(1 + 2a))
a2
S2,0 = 352 + V(i + +2 )a 2a2
+)+ ( 1
6 15 5 \
a 2a2 a 3
2
1 +2a
71 (6
2a a 15 15 ) log(1 + 2a)+ a+
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S(k, k') = (C.1)
5 =/14
S3,0 -- a2
1
1 +2a
-3 (1
-2a
2 + - log(1 + 2a)
2(1 + 1)Su =- a
2 1 +2a
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Appendix D
Symmetry of the Two-dimensional
Distribution
A function g(O, 0) that has symmetry about the kx = 0 plane as shown in Fig. D-1 has the
following property:
g(O,q) = g(, r-) 0< < 7r (D.1)
g(o,) = g(o,-0- 7r) 7r < < 0
which can be written more symmetrically as:
g(O, + d) = g(O, -d) 0 < d < (D.2)
7r
g(o, - + d) = g(o, -2 -d) - < d < 
~~~~~~~~~~2 2 - 2 - -
We now evaluate the spherical harmonic coefficients, gr for the function g(O, 0) which has
the symmetry property described above:
m= Jd dO Yl m(0, )g(Oq ). (D.3)
But as we are primarily interested in exploiting the symmetry in X, we shall focus on the
integral over 0 which will be considered to be the inner integral in the double integral above.
Thus, writing out only the 0 dependent part of both the cos 0 and sin 0 spherical harmonics:
IC = d (cos mo)g(, ) (D.4)
rr
Is = J do (sin m¢)g(O, )
/Or
Consider the Ic integral first:
Ic = j do (cos me)g(6, A) + do (cos mq)g(O, 0) (D.5)
IC = IC+ + C
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Figure D-1: Example of a distribution function having symmetry about 7 = ir/2 and b = -7/2
If we now focus on the integral over the positive domain only, I + , we can write:
0I+ =j db (cos mc))g(9, c) (D.6)
- |0 do (cos m/)g(0, ) + J do (cos mo)g(O, 0)
2
= a do (cosm)g(, ) - do' [cosm('- r)] g(O, o')fo IL/
where we have made a change of variables b' = 7r - q0 and used the symmetry property (D.2).
The above expression can be simplified as follows:
/0I+= o dq(cosmq$)g(9,4) + j2 dq5'cosmq'(-1)m g(,5') (D.7)
= 2 dq (cos mq)g(, 0) m even
= 0 m odd
To complete the argument we need to evaluate the integral over the negative range of q, Ic:
0
I- = ] do (cosmq)g(0, ) (D.8)+7r
= fJ do (cos mo)g(0, 0) + I do (cos mo)g(O, 0)
2
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I , I
-7I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
rc -A1/2
I
I
I
I
I
I
- 2dq5(cos mo)g(9,q5) - Jdo' [cosm(-w7-/) g(6,4/
2
where we have made a change of variables -r = - q0 and used the symmetry property
(D.2). The above expression can be simplified as follows:
2 do (cosm5)g (, ) + 2 do'cosm/'(-1)mg(O, 4 ') (D.9)
- 2 - do (cos m))g (O, ) m even
-0 m odd
Upon combining the results for the integrals I and I we get the condition that the
coefficients of all spherical harmonics containing expressions of the form cos m4) where m
is odd are zero. The analogous condition for the harmonics containing sin m$ is that the
coefficients for these harmonics are zero if m is even, although the derivation for this is
omitted here. Thus the coefficients of the harmonics Y1,, Y2,1, Y3,· ... and Y2,-2, Y3,-2 ... will
be zero for any two dimensional real space function.
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